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Ssa!ambhu Dhnrrnodl~atu Chairyci of Nepal Valley i:, a holy place of all Buddhists of 

Nepal. The historical Buddha, Sakyamuni Gautamo, was preceeded by former Buddhas ( A d i  

Buddhas)- Vipaswi, Sikhi, Viswabhu, Krakucchanda, Kanakamuni and Kasyapa. In the 

legend of Svayambhu it is disclosed that Vipaswi was the first Tathogata who visited to Nepal 

Valley and he rooted here a lotus which brought forth the Light of Dhorma (Jyotis~un,po, 

Form of Light ). This was in the time of Satya Yuga, tbe flrst stage in  the evolution of 

mankind. At that time, Nepal Valley was a big lake, full of pure water, and residence of 

Nagarajas, divine creatures of water. Then in different times all Adi Buddhas came to visit the 

Light "enlightened" by Vipaswi. At the time of Viswabhu, Maojushri drained out all the 

water of the Valley. Then the Valley became suitable for settlement for all devotees of the 

Light. Eventually the Form of Light chacged, by itself, to the form of the Chaitya. According 

t o  the Buddhist concept, Chaityo is a house of all Enlightened Beings, Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, 

and Tathagatas. Therefore, Svayambhu Dharmadhatu Chaitya is a holy place for all Buddhists. 

Svayambha Purana is the text which tells all the stories of the "Light" of Nepal Valley. 

N o  doubt, in different times the text was copied and rewritten, adding many fascinating 

events in the history of tbe Valley. Svayambhu Puranrr 1s a textbook of the mythology, 

anthropology, religion, and natural physical energy of the land. 

Mana Ba jra Bajracharya 
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Svayambhu Purana is a Nepal Buddhist Text of prehistoric legends of the Valley 

of Nepal and Svayambhu Dharmadhatlr Chaitya,l holy place of all Buddhists. The tales 

were first told, according to the legends, by Sakyamuni Buddha who was born in 

Kapilvastu, an  ancient kingdom of Nepal, in the 6th Century B C.2 Tbe Lord Buddha, 

having achieved enlightenment under the Bodhi tree at Bodh Gaya, was travelling with 

his disciples, visiting the various boly spots, and lecturing on the Buddha Dharma. 

He came to Nepal Valley from Jetavana Mahaviharas to visit the holy place of 

Svayambhu. Paying warm homage to the Svayambhu Dlrarmadhatu, he was residing on 

Manjushri Hill4, renowned as !be boly place of Manjushri BodAisatrva, founder of 

Nepal valley Tor settlement. 

As the Lord Buddha was lecturing on the holiness of Svayarnbhu Dharmndliaru, 

M a i t r e p  Bodl1isuttva5 requested the Lord Buddha to tell all the prehistoric and legsndary 

stories of Sl~ayombhu Dharmadhatu, wby it is a boly place for all Buddhas and 

1. Dharrna is Buddhist Law or Doct~ine .  Dhatu is the c leme~tal  far111 or ultimate element. Therefore 
the Dharrnadhatu is thc ultimate elem-nt of the Dharma. Chaitya is the Blrddhist stupa. 

2. Sakyamuni Buddha is considered to have lived 563-483 B.C. Kapilavastu was in the area of the 
present Lumbini, in the southern Terai region of Nepal. 

3. Jetavana Mahavihara is supposed to be in the modern Lucknow (India) as there is now at that place a 
Vihar of that name. 

4. Manjushri Hill, also known as Sarasvati Hill, is the lower west peak of Sv~.yambhu Hill. 

5. Maitreya Bodhisattva is the future Buddha o r  the Buddha yet to come, who appears here a8 a 
dlsciplc ofsakyamuor Buddha. We will find in tho text that the historical Buddha appears as a 
disciple of each of his predecessors. 



B3dbisattvls, it's significance, and why it is renowned to all Buddhist people. According 

to this request the Lord Buddha told in detail all the legendary stories of Nepal Valley 

and Sv~yombhu Dharmadhatrr to Maitreya. These facts are mentioned in the first 

chapter of Svayombhu Purana. Also i t  is mentioned that the stories were retold by 

Upagupta Rhiksu to the King Asokal in Kukutarama Mahaviharaa as he had heard from 

his teacher Sanavasa Bhiksu. The stories were told after a long time once again by Jayashri 

Bhiksu to his disciple Jinashri Bhiksu in Bodhi Mandapa.8 This is the historical background 

of the text Svayombhu Purana. I t  is a holy book of the Buddhist people of Nepal Valley 4.  

It J J  an interesting and popular account of the former Oreat Lake o f  Nepal and of the 

NagarojosQr Serpent Kings. 

1 Asoka lived 274-237 B.C. 

1 Kukkutarama Mahavihara is supposed to have bern in the present day P a h a .  

3 Bodh Gaya. 

4 The Brahmanic11 version of the creation of the Nepal Valley is obviously later and is less detailed in th 
account of the Valley as havii~g been a lake. This lends credence to  the Buddhist claim of an earlier 
occupation of the Valley. 

5 Literally, Nagaraja means Serpent King but as we ahall see, the Naga is not at all the zoological serpent. 
but is representative of a power or force of Nature associated with the Earth itself, with the elemtot 
water and all phenomenon of water including rainfall, and with the fertility of all plant life and pros- 
perity or human and animal life in Nepal and in the world as a whole. 







I n  the Golden Age or  Satycs Yuga, the present Valley of Nepal was a holy lake 7 Kos 

by 7 Kos (14 miles by 14 miles) surrounded by mountains and dense forest. The name of  the 

lake was Taodhanahrada (Great Lake). There were many qprings and streams flowing into the 

lake. The lake was very deep, having clear blue water. The lake was also known as Kalihrada 1 

on account of i ts  deep blue water and it was reputed to  be as beautiful a s  Mansarowar. The 

water of the lake was renowned for its eight merits. I t  was pure, fragrant, cool, tasty, light, 

smooth, pleasant, and wholesome. Since ancient times it had been a holy place for all Buddhas 

and Bodhisattvas and for Nagarajas, the King of the lake being Karkotaka Nagoraja. For  this 

reason the lake was also known as Nagarasahrada (Lake Kingdom of Nagas). 

At this time there was in the  place called Bandhumati Nagara2 a T o ~ h a g a t o , ~  Vipaswi, 

fils[ in the lineage of Buddhas. His disciple, Dharma Salya, would, in another age, be rebbrn 

3s Saklvamuni Buddha. Vipaswi Tathagata, having heard of the holy lake Taodhanahrada, 

came here with his disciples to  d o  pilgrimage. After taking bath in the holy lake. Vipaswi 

realized that  this was a very holy place. H e  took a round of the lake and from the mountain 

to the north-west,' observing that  there was every kind of flower in the lake except the 

lotus, he took a root of the lotus and saying a mantra over it, threw it into the middle of the 

lake. Vipaswi Tatkaqata then speaking t o  hls disciples, made the following predictions: "In the 

1 Kall in Nepali means both blue and black or a blue so dark that it appears almost black. The signifi- 

cance here is that the water of tlbe lake was so deep that it appearcd to be black. 

2 Perhaps Bunganlati, south of Kathmandu. 

3 Tathata mcans literally, "as the\' come in the same way they go" meaning that the Tathagata is able to 

enter and leave human incarnation at will. 

4 Naga~juna mountain, the Valley Rim peak closest to Svayambhu Hill, 



future this root will make a lotus flower with a thousand petals. On  the top of the lotus will 

appear the light of Svayambhu Dharmadhatlr self-created.1 In this boly place where the lotus 

blossoms will appear a small hill."n Sarya Yuga the hill will be known a s  P a d r n ~ ~ i r i . 3  In 

Treta Yugu it will be known as Vajrokura Parvota In  Dwapora Yuga it will be known as 

Gosring Parvata.5 I n  Kali Yuga it will be known as Gouccha P a r v a t ~ . ~  This will be a famous 

place for all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and a holy spot of Enlightenment." Having paid 

homage to the holy lake Taodhanahrada, Vipaswi Tarhapara and his disciples returned to  their 

native place. 

1 Svayambhu literally means "self-created". 

2 Svayambhu Hill stand less then 300 ft. above the floor of the Valley. 

3 Lotus Hill. 

4 Diamond Hill. The Vajra is symbolic of the Dharmadhatu and of the School of Buddhism practioed in 
hcpal (Vajrayana). 

5 Horn of the Cow. The two hills, Svayambhu and Manjushri, do in fact appear like the two horns of a 
COW. 

6 Tail of thc Cow. I n  recognition that the Manjushri Hill is slightly lower and forms something of a tail to 
the higher peak. 



After enjoying eighty thousand years life, Vipaswr Tathagata departed from tbis earth. 

Then in the lineage of Buddhas appeared Sikhi Tathagata to show the path of Dkarma and to 

protect all sentient beings. He is said to  have lived in the wuntry know us Aruna.1 As Sikhi 

Tathagata was lecturing in his Vihara about the past, present, and future, there was felt a 

great quaking of the earth. The disciples of Sikhi Tathagata in great distress asked to know 

the reason of tbis earthquake. Regarding their questions, he replied, "On the top of the 

Himalaya to the north there is a great lake called Nagavasahrada. I t  is a holy place for all 

Boddhas and Bodhisattvas. A long time ago Vipaswi Tathagata visited that place and he 

planted there a tuber root of lotus. Now that lotus flower with a thousand petals is blossom- 

ing. On the top of the lotus flower has appeared Svayambhu Dharmadhatu with dazzling light. 

The Dharmadh~tu is one hand In height.= All the Gods from the different directions have 

come to worship it. Even Sesa Nogaa who is the holder of  this universe has come to worship 

Svajambhu Dhcirmadhatu. This is the reason of this earthquake.' This is not a bad omen, 

I Pcarhapj the Arun Kosi region of East Nepal. 
2 Ek h a t  (one hand) measured from elbow to fingertips is still the common standard measure in Nepal. 
3 Sesa means literally "remainder". I t  is said that as Visnu reclines between destructions of the umverse, on 

the primordial waters, supported by Sesa  Naga,  that all creation is within his view. Only the waters 
remain outside his view. I he primord~al water, represented by Sesa Naga, is the only clement existing 
even outside the realm of V~shnu ,  creator of the entire universe. Sesa is the rtmainder or what remains 
even independent of Vishnu himself. A S  soch Sesa Naga is the ultimate source or support of the universe. 

4 That is, when Sesa  Naga  mJVCS, the whole earth m w t  also move. The Naga is symbolic of all 
phenomenon relative to the Earth force; the force that causes an  earthquake as well as the energy released 
by the quaking and cracking of the Earth's surface. I t  is interesting that the ancients recognized the 

relation of this force and the fertility and prosperity of the Earth's creatures. l hey were able to make 
distinction between beneficial and harmful earthquakes and other exercises or the Earth iorce. 



really it is an auspicious occuraoce as this earthquake will make for fertility and prosperity of 

all sentient beings. 1 Siklri Tarhugatu cont~nued, saying, "Svayambhu Dharmadlzaru is the reality 

of self-creatiou. It is symbolized by the 5 Dhyani Budd1tus;a Aksobya in the East, Katnasont- 

bhava in the South, Amitabha in the West, Amoghasiddhi in the North, and Vairochanu in the 

Center. It is the spiritual house of all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. I t  is a great privelege of our 

time to have such a shrine in the Nagavasahradu." 

Then Sikhi Tathagata and his disciples came t o  d o  pilgrimage a t  the holy lake. They 

took round of  the lake and sat in med~ration on the peak to  the south-west of the Valley 

called Dhyanochcha.3 Sikhi Tathagutu announced to  h ~ s  disciples that he would be dissolved 

within the Svdyambhu Dkartnadharlr in order to have immediate Enlightenment. Thus he was 

incorporated into the Dharmadhatu4 and his disciples became devotees of that  shrine. 

L In  the same manner that lightning is a nescessary spatk or stimulus for growth of plant life, so also is the 
release of the Earth Corce necessary for the fertility of the Earth. I t  is the combination of these forces 

whicl~ produces fertility. That  the Ancients of Nepal were aware of this phenomenon is evident in their 
practice of Naga Sadhana, or ritual for stimulation of the Naga, representative of the Earth force and 
the watery clement. This ritual is performed in times of drought in an  attempt to create rainfall. The  ritual 

recognizes a type of Naga resident in [he Earth and its waters as well as n type resident in the clouds 
and the force of ~ ~ g h t n i n g .  

2 Dhyanl Buddhas are the ideal Buddhas v!sualized in meditation. They are compared with the petals of 
the lotus, representative of tlle Dharmadhatu. as it unfolds, or with the different colol~rs into which the 
rays of the sun are seperated when passed through a prism. r\s sil.cll the Dhyani Buddhas are synlbollc 
of the spatial unfoldxncnt or spiritual differentation of the Dharrnadhatu. 

3 Now known as Chandag~ri. 

4 That is, he achieved Enlightenluent and pass:d from the physical body by meditation on the Svmyarnbhu 
Dharrnadhatu, 



Thus Sikhi Tathngoto being dissolved within the Svayamblru Dharmadhatu, the time of 

the Second Buddha come to an end. After a long time in the lineage of Buddhas tbere 

appeared Viswabhu Tothr~gata to protect all sentient beings. His disciple, Parvota Boahis~rrtl~a, 

would in another age be reborn as Sakyamuni Buddha. As F'iswabhu Tathagoto was lertuviog 

on the Buddha Dharma in his country known as Anupana, he was requested by his dis-.lpl:s 

to make pilgrimage to Nagavasohrada and Svayambhu Dltormadl~atu. Viswabhu Tathagatu was 

very pleased to hear this request and therefore he immediately set out with his disciples to 

journey to the Nepal Valley. They soon arrived here and they p a ~ d  homage from tbe peak to 

the south-east of the Valley, known as Phullocbcha.l On the top of this peak P'is,r.obhu 

Tarhagata engaged in meditation, and due to his strong devotion, there occured a S-vere 

earthquake.2 When requested by his disciples to explain the significance of the earthqvake, 

he replied that it was not at  all a bad omen; that he had received a premonitou ccccern i~g  

future evenls in Nepal. Viswabhu Tathagata then predicted that a Bodhisattva would come to 

Nepal from MahaChin in the north; and that he would cause the waters to be drained from 

from the lake, making the Nepal Valley suitable for human habitation. 
-- - 

1 Pulchowk, the highest of the Valley Rim peaks. 

2 Thc significance here is that Viswabhu's meditation was so intense that it had penetrated the realm of the 
Gods, disturbing them. and thus causing all creation LO quake. According to the text, the disciple who 
requested Viswabhu to explain the significance of the earthquake was called Gagana Ganja, which means 
literally "Sky-Vibration". The concept that a Tathagata may have the ability to move the h e a ~ e n s  and 
the earth by the powzr of his meditation, is well within the bounds of Vajrayana Buddhist theory. 
There are, within Vajrayanm Sadhanas, mantras and rituals for both causing the earth to quake and for 
causinq it to cease quaking, as well as for producing other similar phy~ical phenomenon. 



At this same time, in .CiahoChin,l on the mountain called Panchasirsa Parvutaa sat 

the Bodhisatrvo Manjushri,3 engaged in the meditation of Lokasondarsanasarnadl1i.4 In his 

meditation, he become aware of the existqnce of the Nepal Valley and the Nagavaeahrada with 

the holy place Svayarndhu Dharmadhatu, surrounded by dazzling light, and he was also made 

aware of the meditation and predictions of Viswabhu T a t h a p ~ t a . ~  Manjushri Bodhisatva then 

immediately made preparations to depart from his place and proceed to the Nepal Valley. He 

took his two wives KesioiG and Upakesni,7 his sword Chandahasae and his sacred book 

Prajna,g and on his Lion mount, he came to Nepal. Upon arriving here, he observed the 

flame of Svayambhu Dharmadhatu, and was well pleased with the sight. His followers were 

amazed to see the light of the Self-created, and they made various speculations on its nature. 

Some said that it was a lamp, others that it was lightning or the moon, or perhaps "barwa" 

(natural fire). 1 * 

1 (Maha) Great (Chin) China, though, more ;ikely Tibet, as Nepalesz rzfer to everything to the north as *'Chinw. 

2 Five-peaked mountain. 

3 T h ~ u g h  Manjushri is supposed to have co,nll: to N-pal fid:n the north, the nam: itszlf is Sanskrit. 

4 Contemplation to make visible the whole Un!verse. 

5 Viswabhu had in fact, by the power of his meditatioil, summoned Manjush~i to Nepal because of his 
own dcsire that the lake might be drained and the Svayambhu Dharmadhatu become more accessible 
to pigrims as well as permanent residents. 

6 Symbol of Wealth. 

7 Symbol of Learning. 

8 Chanda Hasa means literally ',Dreadful Laugh" and is sy8n\ulic of the powzr of Mantra. Manjushri is 
regarded as one of the founders of Vajrayana and espcially of the scicnce of Mantra. Manjushri's 
mantra, Chanda Hasa, symbolized by the sword hz carries, has n~iraculous powers, as we shall see. 

9 Prajna is literally "Insight" the central concept of Tantric Buddhism or Vajrayana. Vajrayana (Diamond 
Vehicle) Buddhism is distinguished from Mahayana (Great Vehicle) Buddhism, out of which it developed, 
by its inclusion of the principles of Tantra, including mantra, or sacred syllables, mandala, or sacred 
diagrams, dharane, or ritual incorporating mantra and mandala, and mudra, or symbolic hand 
gestures. The actual existant text of Manjushri, the Manjushrimulakalpa, is one of the earliest if  not 
the earliest of the Vajrayana Buddhist textsa I t  dates from the third or perhaps even the first century 
A.D. 

10 This is the only indication in the text that the "dazzling light" of the Dharmadhatu may be anything 
other than a metaphysical concept; and it may in fact represent the speculations o l  later compilers of 
the Svayambhu Purana. It is entirely possible, however, given the nature of the Valley, that such 
phenomenon may have been produccd due, perhaps to the actions of *lswa~np-gas", or methane, This 
gas is produced naturally due to the deco~nposition of vegetable matter, aspecially under swampy 
condiiions, and can cause strange luniinous effects. It has, in recent times, been mistaken as '.Flying 
saucers", 



Maujushri stayed first on the mountain east of the Valley, called Srinada Parorata 1. 

Then he came to Phulchowk Mountain, leaving there one of his wives Kesini, whose name 

was changed to Varada.2 From Phulchowk he came over to Chandaglri Peak and there he 

left his wife Upakesni, changing her name to Moksada .Uhen  Manjushri proceeded to 

Svayambhu Dharmadharu to  pay homage. 

Gazing upon the lake Nagavasahrada and the beautiful Valley, Manjushri felt that 

if the lake were drained of ite waters, the Svayambhu Dharmahdotu would become more 

accessible to  pilgrims and the Valley might be made for settlement. Accordingly he made a 

complete survey of the shore of the lake, finding that the lowest point of the surrounding 

mountains was t o  the south at the Kacchapal Parvata4 Here Manjushri cleft the hill with his 

sword Chanda Haso, allowing the waters of the lake to drain away. The Kacchapal Parvata, 

being severely wounded, was naturally quite angry with Manjushri.6 Beggir~g apology, 

Manjushri explained that his intentions were good; that he desired to benefit all creatures by 

making the Valley habitable. I n  order to make the Kacchapal Parvata happy, he promised 

to make a shrine of Karunamayas on the top of the hill so that everyone would come there 

to pay homage. 

Manjushri then went round the lake to observe the flow of water. Wherever he found 

blockage he drained it out, until nearly all of the water had ebbed out. When he was doing 

1 Dhilticho Peak. 

2 "One who gives boon". 

3 "One who gives Nirvana or Enlightenment". 

4 "Turtle Mountain". The hill is small and roundad and may be imagined to resemble the shape of a 
turtle. 

5 The place where the Kacchapal Parvata was severed is at thz Chobar Gorge, about 2 112 miles from 
Kath~nandu. The gorge was obviously created by earthquake, the walls being quite sheer on both 
sides. Maujushri's sword Chanda n m a  is symbolic of the power of mantra to cause earthquake or 
other physical effect. Manjushri caused the Valley to drain by the power of his mantra; producing an 
earthquake which severed the Valley Rim at its weakest point. Either the ancients recognized that the 
gorge had been made naturally by earthquake or, perhaps, Manjushri Bodhisattva as an actually 
historic character and adept of Mantric (Sound) Magic, was really a b b  to produce such an emect. The 
ancients, especially the Tantrics. claimed these powers; we have had three instances of earthquake 
produced by magic means in Svayambhu Purana. Considering their knowledge of the powers of sound 
vibration it is hard to deny the possibility. 

6 For a hill to speak is only to be expected in a land where rocks and tre-s are recognized as Gods; 
where the spirit is seen in every m~untain and stream; and where all the forces OF Nature are 

personified. 

7 Avalokltesvara, the All-compassionate. 





this, a Daitja (Demon) came out from the  side of t h e  mountain, and being fiercely angry, 

be tried to kill Manjushri but Manjushri was able to overcome him and kill him with his 

sword. The flesh and bones of the demon turned to stone and  his blood and fat turned t o  

clay which covered the whole Valley.1 

Manjushri then returned to  the Chobar Gorge to  observe the outflow of water. As he 

was there, the Nnparajas, Serpent Kings of the Nagavosahrada, seeing that their dwelling place 

was destroyed, began to approach the gorge in order to  go outside.2 First l'oksaka Nogaroja 

with his large family came to go out. Marjushri stopped him saying, "Oh, Nagaraja, why are 
f you going ou t?  I'lease stay here for the good ortune and fertility of Nepal Valley." Hearing 

this, Toksaka h'agaraja became very angry saying, "How can I stay here in this Valley, the  

pure, clear water having been let o u t ?  You have destroyed my home, I cannot remain here, 

I will go to live in the Great Ocean." Manjushri did not request him again, so  he went out. 

Then Ku1ik.t Nagarajs with his large family came toward the gorge. Maojusbri stopped him 

and requested that he remain in the Valley. H e  promised to  make a place for him and his 

family where t h t y  could live in peace. Kulika ther. fore decided to stay, thinking that  as 

Manjushri would not  stay here forever there m ~ g b t  be an  opportunity in the future to s top 

up  the gorge and allow the waters to  once again fill the Valley. Kulika then accepted 

Manjushri's offer and went to live a t  Monorath Tirtha in Tokha Dobhan near the bead of the 

Visbnumati River. 

Next Kurkoraka hlogarja with his large family approached the gorge in order to go 

outside. Showing great respect, Manjushri iequested hini not to go nut saying. "Oh Nagaroja, 

King o f  Nagarajus, this Vallty belongs to you and i t  is st111 your Kingdom. All the riches 

and jewels and property, all are yours. With a view to  perform divine service to  qvoyambhu 

Dhnrn~otil~utu, I have dried u p  this lake and intend to make t h i s  Valley.suitable for habitation. 

1 This is a literal translation. One might almost suspect that the Svayambhu Purana has been written 
by an ancient Geologist. It is indeed the flesh and b m a .  the blood and fat of all the creatures and 
vegetation of the fernier lake that has made the more than 1003 ft. of lacustrine clay sediments of the 
Valley floor. 

2 Though there were, no doubt, nlllnerous aquatic animals of the serpent family resident in the lake, the 
Nagarajas are not serpents, but are synibolic representations of the electric or magnetic power of the 
element water. They are usually represented with serpent bodies, but with human heads and facial 
features. They are regarded as minor deities with definite functions, that is, to make fertility and 
prosperity and bring rainrall in season. In case of their neglect of duty, there is a specific ritual, or 
Naga Sadhana to stimulate them. 1C the Nagarajas were to abandon the Valley (If the Valley should 
ent~rely dry up) however, there could bo n o  possibility for human prosperity here. It is for this reason 
(hat Manjushri is so anxious that the Nagarajas should remain. 



I t  is your duty as King Nagaraja t o  provide for the fertility of the  land, the prosperity of the 

people, and to bring the rains in season." M a n j u ~ h r i  further promised to provide a large deep 

lake and a palace of jewels as a suitable residence for  Karkotako Nagarajn. Korkotaka 

therefore agreed to remain here and he went to live in his palace in the lake called Taudaha.1 

Then the Nepal Valley became a fertile plain. The hill of Vojrakuta Porvataa appeared 

by itself bearing the Svayuntbhu Dharrnadhatu. Manjushri made a survey of the Valley to 

discover the important or holy spots. In particlar he  was interested to find the root of the 

lotus planted by Viposwi Tathegala. H e  found the lotus root at  Guhjee~lari ,  the spiritual 

triangle (yoni). the Khaganana, the Mother of Buddhahood.3 Mznjushri was very pleased to 

find the lotus rooted a t  this spot a s  the Gtrhjvswawri is the most holy shrine; and this he 

regarded as an  auspicious s ign for  the future of the Valley. As the lotus was slightly uprooted, 

he pressed the roots firmly into the ground a t  this spot and he  made a tunnel o r  covering of 

the stem of the lotus from Guhyeswari t o  the flowers a t  Svayambhu.4 When Manjushri 

pressed'the root of the lotus into the ground a t  Guhyeswari, there came out  of the ground 

a large stream clf water. Fearful that the flow might be sufficient t o  cause the  flooding of the  

Valley, Manjushri made the meditation called Jalastambhana."eing now satisfied, Manjushri 

retired to the Vajrakuta Parvata where on the back side of it, he made his shrine a n d  he sat  

in m z d ~ t a ~ i o n  OG the Svayambhu Dharmadhatu. 

1 Taudaha literally means "Large lake". The lake, located about 112 mile south-west of the Chobar 
Gorge, is now only about half a mile in circumference. It is also called Dhanadaha, or  "money-giving 
lake, due ro the belief that Karkotaka may bzstow a bo,m of jewzls from his palace on  pigirims who 
come to the lake with offerings. The locals genuinely believe that Karkotaka is still residing there in 
his palace. Wright reports in his History of  Nepal that a t  the time of his residence here, an attempt 
was made to drain off the water of the lake in order to reach the palace of jewels. The attempt Was 
defeated only by the great depth of the lake. 

2 Diamond Peak. The vajra is the symbol of the highest spiritual power, irresistable and invincible; 
thcrerore compared to the diamond. The flame of the Dharmadhatu is itself referred to as the 
vajradhatu or diamrd element. 

3 Cuheswari is the shrine of the Sakti or feminine Earth force and, as such, is the most ancient shrine 
of the Valley. She is known as the Sakti Svayambhu or Adi Buddha. Guhya is the female Organ 
(yoni). Khaganana nieans "Face o f  the Void". As the Earth Mother, or  Womb of the World. 
Gueyeswari is also Mother of Buddhahood. 

4 The root of  the lotus arising from the female Guhjeswari, flowers at  the male Svayambhu. The "tunnel" 
is only a covering or protection of the lotus stem from Guhyeswari to Svayambhu, a distance of about 
3 miles. 

5 Literally "Stop water meditation". Ther: is still a small but constant flow of water, cousidered to be 
holy or  medicinal, from the shrine at Guhyeswari. 







The time of  Vis~vabhu Tothagata having ended, at'ter a long time, Krakucchanda 

'I'ethagata, tbe fourth in the lineage of Buddhas, appeared in this earth to protect all the 

sentierrt beings. He lived in the country known as Ksemavati. This was the time of Treta 

Yugn. His disciple, Jyotisapala.1 would in another age, be reborn as Sakyamuni Buddha. 

Krakucchnnda Tarhugata, travelling here and there, visiting all the holy places, came to the 

Nepal Valley to pay homage to the Khagnnana, to the Svajambhu Dharrnodhatu, and to the 

shrine of Manjushri. He stayed for some time on the Vajrakuta Parvata, and then he went 

to  the mountain to  the north of the Valley, the Sankha Parvata.2 There he stayed and he 

began to lecture on the Arasatja (Noble Truth). Many people came to hear his lectures and 

they all requested to be made Buddhist monks. Krakucchanda Tathagata, being very happy, 

gave them initiation. 

There being no source of water on the Sankha Psrvata, Krakucchanda created a 

stream there by the power of his voice. Thus was created the first stream of the Nepal Valley, 

the Vagmati.3 This river is considered to  be holy, its waters have the power to cure leorosy 

and t o  wash away sin. Krakucchanda Tathagota gave instructions to the spirit of the Vagmati 

that she may flow wbere she pleases, and that wherever another stream should join her, 

there s h o ~ ~ l d  be a Tirtha, or holy place for bathing. Particularly, her source, middle and end 

1 "Follower of Astrology". 

2 'Conch Mountain" (Shivapuri), the north peak of the Valley Rim mountains. The fold in the mountain. 
when viewed from a distance, resembles the shell of the conch. 

3 Vagmati means literally "stream criated by Voice (Vak)" Krakucchanda has caused the stream to  
spring out from the side of the mountain by the power of Mantra. 



should be great Tirtbas. Krakurchanda theo created the second large stream of the  Valley, 

the Kesavati.1 a t  the place where the hair of his disciples bad fallen after initiation. At the  

joining of the Vagmati and Kesavati streams and wherever small streams joined these two, 

there were established the twelve Tirtha. 

At this time, Kulika Nagurajo, bavir~g remained here in the Valley only in the hope of 

being able to  someday refill the lake with water. seeing that  Manjushri Bodhisattva was n o  

longer here, thought that  now might be the  time to  fulfill his wish. Therefore h e  called 

together all the other Nagaraju and convinced them to make countinuous rainfall for many 

days in order to fill  u p  the  Valley again with water.= Kulika himself, with his followers, 

gathered themselves into a great black mountainous mass a t  the  Chobar  Gorge in order t o  

keep the water from flowing out. As the waters began t o  collect in the  Valley, the inhabitants 

were put in great distress, having to flee to  the surrounding hills to escape the  rising waters. 

Kurirnuma~u (Avalokiresvaru? in the Buddhist Heaven, 8ukha;loti Bhuvan; observed all these 

events with great compassion fc I- his distressed subjects. H e  therefore sent Sumanto Bhadra, 

the Changeless Light, to the aid of the Buddhist inhabitants of the Valley. Samanta Bhadra 

came immediately to Kulika Nagaraja and fixed his body with a stake that  he might not  be able 

t o  move and to  make rainfall. Ki~lika h'cagaroja seeing he was powerless to oppose Samanta 

Bhadra, made apology for his actions. H e  stopped all the Nagarajas making rain and  he remo- 

ved the blockage a t  Cbobhar. Samanta Bhadra, with great compassion, realized the difficulties 

of Kulika and the other Nagarajas in that  they were unable to  regain their beautiful lake 

Kingdom. H e  spoke to  Kulika, saying, 'Wh, Nagaraja, \{'hat you a re  doing here is for  your 

own bad Karma. Manjushri Bodhisatrra made this Valley suitable for  habitat ion so that  all 

sentient beings might t e  able to  ors ship the Sraj~cmbhu Dharmadl~atu. You Nagarajas must 

d o  your duty to make tbe Valley fertile and bring the rains in season. You must l ~ v e  here in 

peace therefore I will make for you a palace in your own place where you may stay. So Kuliko 

Naparaja accepted the offer of Samanta Bhadra and went to live in peace at Martoruth 'I'irrha 

in Tokha Dobhan. In the same way Samanta Bhadra arrangea for all the other Kagaraja to 

have eachlhis own place to  live in peace. Each was given one of the  Tirtha, which are  st111 

renowned as holy places of pilgrimage. The locations of the Tirtha and  the Nagurajus 

residing in each are a s  follows: 

1 NOW known as the Vishnurnati. 
2 There arc found, in the lakebed sediments, thin (1-311. thick) deposits of peat and a few seams of coal, 

neither,ol which f o ~ m  a t  the boc(c1n1 of' lakts but ~11ich require swampy conditions for formation. This 
indicates that the former Kepal Lake Was son~elirnes lake and sometimes swamp and perhaps even 
occasi0nallytdry.~7hercfore the episode of I (~~ l ika ' s  a t ten~pt  10 refill the lake has a basis in Geological fact. 



Sodl~ani Tirtha is the place of Taksaka Nagaraja. It is located a t  the joining of the  

Amoghaphaladai and Vagmati rivers in aokarna .  

Santa Tirtha is the place of Somasikhi Nogoraja. It is located at  the joining of Marada- 

yani and Vagmati rlvers in Guheswari. 

Sankha Tirtha is the place of Sankhapdla Nagaraja. It is located at  the joining o f  

Manirobinirian, Rudradhara and Vagmati rivers in Sankhemola Patana. 

Haju Tirtha is the place of Sirrupa Nagaraja. I t  is located a t  the joining of Rajamanjari 

a n d  Vagmati rivers in Bagmati. 

Monorurh Tirtha is the place of  K~rlika Nagaraja. It is loc ~ t e d  at the joining of Kesavati 

a n d  Vimalavati rivers in Tokha. 

Nirtnale Tirtha is the place of Parala Nagrrr~ja. It is located at the joiniug of Kesavati 

and Kusamavati rivers iu Bhagavati. 

Nidl~ann Tirtha is the  place of Sa1zdopana11da Nagaraja. It is located at  the joining of 

Kesavati and Suvarriavati rivers in Kanga.  

Jnana Tirtha is the place of Vasuki Magaraja. I t  is located a t  the joining of Kesavati 

a n d  Papanasini rivers in Kalimati. 

Chintamani Tirtha is the place of Vamna Nagaraja. I t  is located a t  the joining of 

Vagmati and  Kesavati rivers in Tokba  Dobban. 

Pramoda Tirtha is the place of Padrna Nugnraja. I t  is located at  the joining of Vagmati 

and Rntnavati rivers in Danaga. 

Sl~laksutia Tirtha is the place of I+fuhopadmo Nagaraja. I t  is located a t  the joining of  

Vagmati and Charumati  riuers in Bhajangal. 

Jayu 7'irtha is the place o f  Karkotaku Na;caraja. It is located a t  the jo~n ing  of Vagmeti 

a n d  Prabhavat~ rivers in Nekhu. 

In this way, all the Nagorajas were made happy, except for Taksako Nagaraja. Taksako, 

who had gc.ne out to  the sea when Maojushri had drained the  Valley, had been persuaded 

by Samanta Bhadra t o  return here, but still he remained angry. H e  caused much trouble 

around Sodhani Tirtha and h e  killed many animals and people. As a result of his bad karma, 

he  was affl~cted with leprosy. Therefore he repented his actions and he began to pay homage 

to  Kurunarnuyu (Avalokiresvarn), in order to remove his bad karma. Soon he began to recover 



and was one day basking in the sun after bathing in tbe holy waters of Sodhani Tirtha. At 

the same time, Garuda,l flying over the Valley, saw Taksaka lying there in the sun. Garuda, 

being very hungry and  fond of eatlng Nagas, immediately swooped down to  ea t  Taksaka. 

Taksaka, however, informed Garuda that he was not  a n  ordinary Nfjga, but  a Nagaraja, and  

therefore Gar& could no t  ea t  him. Garuda, however, being completely famished, said that 

he could not spare Taksaka Nagarajo or he would surely die, and h e  then jumped on  Taksaka 

t o  eat him. They engeged in a tremendous battle but Taksaka proved to be a truly 

extraordinary Nagaraja. and he soon was about t o  defeat Garuda by dragging him into the  

water. Garnda, being about to die, summoned his protector Vishnu, who came there 

immediately t o  save his vehicle. Vishnu was about to cut off the head of Taksaka with his 

sword, Chakra,  when Taksaka, realizing that he cannot defeat Vishnu, summoned his own 

protector, Karunameya, who came there on his Lion vehicle. Vishnu was very surprised ro see 

Karrlnamaya there in front of him and begging apology, he  threw down his sword and  began 

to  pay h.)mage. Likewise Garud,a and Taksaka,  ceasing their battle, joined in the worship of 

o f  Korunamaya. Being completely pacified, Garuda offered himself as the vehicle of Taksaka 

a n d  Vishnri offered himself its t he  vzhicle of Karunamuya.B 

- 

1 Garuda is the man-bird vehicle of Vishnu, and sylnbolic representation of the sunbeam. As such, he 
is the natural enemy of the Naga. Garuda's attack on the Naga is symbolic of the sun's power to 
dry up water on the earth. Garuda and the Naga figure in Inany legendary battles in the ~ n y t h o l o ~ y  
of Nepal descriptive of periods of drought (Garuda victorious) or  flood (Naga victorious). 

2 Composite image of Karunamaya (Avaloklteseara) on Vishnu on Garuda (with Taksaka PJaga around 
his neck) on the Zion, is at  Changu Narayan, the hill above Soddhani Tirtha. The story is supposed to 
represent, in the Buddhist version, the supremacy of the Buddhist Avalokitesvara ovcr the Hindu 
Vishnu. 



In this way, Krokucchansda farhogato having passed out of this life, there appeared 

in the lineage of Buddhas, Kanakarnrrni Tathogata as the fifth Buddha to be born here in 

this earth for the protecton of all sentient beings. He lived in the place called Swabhavati 

Nagar. His disciple Sudharmarajnl Bodl~isottvo, would in another age be reborn as Sakyamuni 

Buddha. At this time, in Vikrama Sil Mahavihara,'J there lived a scholar named Dharma Sri 

Mitra. One day he was lecturing on the philosophy of Manjushri, the Namcasongiti. One of his 

disciples made a question on the Namasangiti which Dharma Sri Mitra was unable to answer, 

so be made meditation on Manjushri in hope of receiving an answer to the question. During 

his meditation he was made aware of Manjushri Bodhisattvu on Pancha Sirsa Parvata in 

MahaChin and he realized that he must travel to the place of Manjushri in order to answer 

the question. Accordingly. Dharma Sri Mitra set out on the journey to MahaChin. At  the 

same time Alanjuskri Bodhisativa in his meditation Lokasandarsana Samadhi wa3 made aware 

of the meditation of Dharama Sri ~ i t r a  and he determined to meet the scholar at the Nepal 

Valley. 

Dbarma Sri Mitra having reached the Nepal Vallev, paid homage to Svajambhu 

Dharmodhatu and then intended to continue his journey to Mahachin. He was delayed by a 

strange sight, however. He saw a farmer ploughing his field having yoked to bis plow a lion 

and a Sardrrl (gri5o). Realizing that this was no ordrnary farmer, Dharma Sri Mitra was 

1 Sudharma means "Understanding of Reality" 

2 Punjab. 



made aware that this was Manjushri BodhLattva who had come here to meet him. Manjushrl 

then ttvaled to his question on the Namasangiti. The field where Manjushri was plough!ng is 

known as Sawa Bhumil and is the field first planted witb rice every year. Manjrcshri 

Bodhisaltva decided to stay in Nepal so he retired to meditate on the Vajrakuta Parvata. Also 

Dharma Sri Mitra remained in Nepal as disciple of Manjushri and after some time in devotion 

and meditation, he entered Samadhi." 

-. - - - . - 

1 Sawa Bhumi is in Thambahil (Thamel) and is now k n o ~ n  as Bhagwan's Khet (God's Field). 
2 This chapter is the most vague of the Svayarnbhu Furana, as the fiith Buddha, Kanakamuni Tathagata, 

plays no part whatsoever. In other versions of the Svayarnbhu Purana, which vary considel-ably, 
Kanakamuni Tathagata is mentioned only is passing, or not a t  all. The meaning of  the clrapter 
perhaps lies in the in~soduction, by Manjushri, of farming to the Valley. 



I n  this way, Kunvkamuni l'athnpntn having passed out of tbis life, there appeared in 

the lineage of Buddhas, Kosjopa Tuthogotu a s  the sixtb Buddha to  be born here in this earth 

to protect all sentient beings. H e  lived in the place called Mrigadava.1 His disciple. Jyotiraja 

Bodhisattva,a would in a later age t e  rebcrn as S a k y a m ~ n i  Buddha. This was the beginning 

of Dvapara Yugo. 

I n  this time Manjushri Bodhisaltva was residinp or1 the Vajrakuta Purvata in a human 

incarnation of the name Manjudeva, with his two wives, Molisada and Varada. Maujudeva, 

after stayiclg here a long time, wished t o  go back to  MahaChin to  regain his divine body, 

leaving here his physical body. Therefore he. with his wi\es en~ered  Samadhi and his 

disciples hurned their physical bodies, erecting a Cliail!a over t le l r  remains a t  the plrce 

wbere they had lived.3 

At this t!me Kosyapa Tarhagara came to the Nepal Valley on pilgrimage. H e  paid homage 

t o  the Guhyts~turi, to Svajambhrr Dkornlcxdhotu and to the hfanjlrshri Chaitya. He s t a ~ e d  bere 

only ;I shori time, then he continued on  his journey. After some t ~ m e ,  he reached the Kingdom 

of Gouda,d where the Raja of that country, Prachanda Deva, realizing the holiness of his 

visitor, made over his entire kingdom to him. Kosyapcr Tatllugata spoke to Pbachanda Deva 

saying. " T h e ~ e  are in this world four divisions, or Ilvipns: Purlluriripo, Janlbudvipa. Uprr-  

1 "Dcer Park". Benares. 
2 Jyotiraja means "Lord of Light". 
3 Manjushri Chaitya is still existant, on the lower peak of Svayambhu Hill. 
4 Bihar. 



godavari, and Utterkhando. Of these Dvipas there is one  wbich is the best and this is 

Jumbudvipa. It contains five Ksherras, or  holy places Kashi Kshetro,l Himalaya Kshetra, Nepal 

Kshetra, and Svayambhu Kshetra. These last two are the purest, where the  Self-Existaot 

bimself is revealed o n  a lotus of dazzling light. Take yourself t o  this place, pay homage t o  

these holy Kshetras, and  you will become a Vajrn Acharya.2 S o  Kasyapo Tathagata 

remained in the Kingdom of Gouda. and Raja Prachanda Deva proceeded on  pilgrimage to 

Nepal. 

Upon arrival in Nepal, Prachanda Deva bathed in the holy Tirthas, paid homage to 

Gultasvari and t o  Svlryambhu Dharmsdhatu, and  then established himself on  Manjushri Hill 

where he engaged in meditation on  Mnnjushri Bodhisattva and Svavambh~i Dharmaai~atu. One 

d.ly, while Prachanda Deva was taking rouud o f  Svayambbu Hill. he  was engaged in thought 

of the future of this holy place. He  realized that  in nrnpara Y u ~ a  while people still have some 

Dharma mind, there is little difficulty to preserve the Dharma(lhnt~~. But when Kali Yuga 

begins, pco;le will be c l ) r n ~ l e ~ e l y  currupted, aud it might be very difficult to preserve the  

precious Lighr of the Sclf-Existant. Therefore, sitting in meditation in front of the Afanjushri 

Chaitya. he requested to  Mnt~jr~shri Bodhisartva t o  give him instructions what to d o  in tbis 

regard. Accordingly Marljrrshri Bodhisntrva appeared and ordered Prachanda Deva to construct 

a Choitya of stone and brick, to cover the Dharmnclhntu. Before doing this, however. he 

required that Pracharida Deva should receive the initiation of Vnjra Acltaryn. Therefore 

Prachanda Deva received the  initiation of Vajra Achurya and  also of the Nntnnsangiti or 

Philosophy of Manjushri as weli as other Mantras and Dliaratiis, and he was given the name 

Santa Sri or Sanrikar Acharys. 

Proceeding 'to erect a Chaityn for the Fvajarnbhu Dhormadhatrr, Santikar Acharya first 

dug a hole in the ground and placed the Dharmadharu within it.8 The hole was then covered 

with a precious stone with a hole in the m ~ d d l e  t o  allow the Light of the Self-Existant to 

- 

1 Benares. 

2 Acharya Inearis .'TeacherM, therefore a Va!ra Acharya is a Teacher of the Vajra Doctrinc Or 
Vajrayana. The title Vajracharya or  Bajracharya is a p p l ~ c l  lo th: Nepal Va!rayana Buddhists. 

3 Again the Dharmadhatu is referred to as if i r  were a physical object, when it is ac t~~a l ly  011ly a 
metaphysical concept. The Dharrnadhatu is imagined to be an elementary vibration of point-like units 
of energy, containing the essence of the universe. and with the potential to  burst rorth into the dazzling 

flame of enlightenlncnt. As a point (bindu) it is of the salne metaphysical nature as a point in 
Geometry. 



shine through Then he built the hemispheric cupola, o r  Garbha,' of slone and brick. Above 

the Garbha  was raised the square Harmika,S surmounted by a spire of thirteen l eve l s ,~  and 

covered by a golden umbrella.4 In the north-east side of the Garbha and on it's top,  he made 

holes penetrating directly to the Dharmadhatu, so that if offerings were made they would be 

be received by the Light itself. O n  the  east side of the Chaitya was placed the image of 

Aksobhya Buddha, mounted o n  a n  elephant, expressing the mudra (gesture) of earth-touching, 

and represenlative of the  mirror-like wisdom. O n  the south side was placed the image of 

Holnmambhava Buddha, mounted on  a horse, expressing the mudra of giving, and represen- 

tative of the wisdom of equality. O n  the west side was placed the image of Amilabha Buddha, 

mounted on a peacock, cxpressing the  mudra of meditation, and representative of the discrimi- 

native wisdom. O n  the north side was placed the image of Amoghasiddhi Buddha, mounted on  a 

garuda expressing the  mudra of fearlessness, and representative of the all-accomplishing wisdom. 

The image of  Vairocana Buddha, mbunted on  a lion, expressing tbe mudra of t h e  wheel, and  

representative of the Dharmadhota wisdom, ought to  have been a t  the center but was placed on  

the  right side of Absobhaya. Vairocano's proper position a t  the center is indicated by his eyes 

painted o n  t ach  of the four  sides of the Harmika.5 On each of the four sides of the 

Chaitya were placed Bags upon which were written Mantras and Dharanis. Thus was the 

Svayambhu Chaitya completed. 

In  the same way, Saatikar Acharya covered the Manjushri Chaitya and he made a 

temple for each of the five elements: Voyupur for wind with the image of Vayu, Vosupiir for 

earth with image of I'asundhara Deli ,  Agnipur for fire witb tbc image of Agni, Nagopur for 

water with the image of the Xaga, and Akasapur for the sky.6 In  tbe last of these shrines, 

Santikar Acharqa retired for meditation on  the Namasangiti. the Manlras and Dh )ranis. He 

1 Gorbho means literally "womb". The hemisphere is also called "andm" or egg. I1 is regarded as a 
center of creative forces of the earth which are gathered and nurtured there as in an egg. The t'orces 
rise through the spire or "Tree of Life" and proj:cted into the universe. 

2 Harmika is symbolic of the Sanctuary, base of the Tree of Life, and representalive of the Yoblc 
Eightfold Path. 

3 The spire is representative of the Tree of Life. The thirtcen discs or layers correspond to the thirteen 
mystical powers of the Buddha. 

4 The honorific umbrella is representative of the shade-giving Bodhi Tree which sheltered Sakyamuni 
Buddha. 

5 The 5 Dhyani Budhu as ideal aspects of  the unfoldment of the Dharmadhatu, are not represented in 
human incarnations. 

6 Akasa is the ether, space, or void, and as such has n o  image. 



engaged in the practice of  Yogocharya and thus became Trikaljnani, o r  "knower of the past, 

present, and future". He  gathered many disciples about  him and eventually the shrine was 

known a Santipur, rn his honour. He acquired many Siddhas, or supernatural powers, 

including the Pranrryama meditation for stopping the breath. Thus he determined to enter 

Sarnadhi and remain in the Santipur temple forever. 

1 Tliere is a strong beliel among I h e  Vajracharyas of Nepal. that evcn now Santikar Acliarya is inside 
Sa~il~pur temple in deep Sa~nadlii. 



In  this way Kasyapa Tathagata departed this life, the time of Dvopara Yupa having 

ended. Next to appear in the lineage of Buddhas, Sakyamuni Gautarna Buddha, as the  seveth 

Buddha, was born here in this earth to protect all sentient beings. H e  was born in the 

Kingdom of Kapilavastu. This was now the time o f  Kali Yuga. Sakyamuni Buddha, having 

achieved his Enlightenment at Bodh Gaya,  was with hrs disciples making pilgrimage t o  all 

the holy places when, in the course of his journeys, he came to  the Nepal Valley. Paying 

homage to  the Svoj ambhu Dharrnadhatu, he seated himself on  the Svayambbu Hill between 

the Svayambhu Chaitya and the Manjushri Chaitya and there he  lectured t o  his disciples on  

the Buddha Dharmo At the request of his disciple. Moitreya Bodhisat~va, be also related the 

stories of his previous Buddhas and the legends of the Nepal Valley. These stories and legends 

would later he pathered and compiled by his disciples in the text, Svayambhu Purana.l 

At this same time, while resident in Nepal, the Lord Buddha was requested by the 

local inhabitants to given advice about the proper course of  action to  take to bring fertility 

and prosperity to  the Valley. Fspecially all the Nagarojos requested tbe Buddha's instructions 

for making f e r t ~ l ~ l g  and rainfall, for growth of all plants, trees, and  animals, and for 

prosperity of a11 the inhabitants of Nepal Valley. Therefore. the Lord Buddha gathered 

together all his monks and disciples and,  together with all the Nagarjas, went to the palace 
- - - - -. . - -. . - - 

1 The Svayarnbhu Purana includes the stories related by Sakyamuni Buddha as well as accounts by later 
compilers which bring the text into the historical period and allnost up to the present. When the text 
was first compiled and whether it actually represents the discourses of the historical Buddha, cannot be 

said. 





o f  Nandopananda N a g u r ~ j a . ~  T h e ~ e  h e  lectured to them o n  Muirri Vihora (Right  Conduct); 

h e  gave t o  t h e m  t h e  Sarvasukhoda Dh!rrani f o r  fertility, prosperity, and  protection againat 

calamit ies;  a n d  bc gave a n o t h e r  ano ther  Dhura~ri, t h e  .Wohamegha Nirnodo Vijrimbhl 

S ~ r r n k e t u , ~  to the Nagarnjus f o r  t h e  purpose  of making r a i n f ~ l l  These Dharanis, wirh instrnc- 

t ions  fo r  p roper  ritual performance a n d  Nuga Mandolu, a r e  to get he^ called Mahorneghcl 

Mnhayana S u t r ~ , ~  a n d  the  performance o f  the r ~ t u a l  a n d  recitation of  t h e  Dharanis i s  called 

Naga Sadha~rcr Having given these lect~rres  and  instructions, and  b t ing  assured of  the future 

prosp21ity of the  \'allty. S a k y a m u u ~  Buddha  departed from Nepal. 

1 The palace of Nandopananda Nagaraja is at the Nidhana Tirtha, on the banks of the Vishnu~nati 
river, near Bijeswari. only aboul hall a mile from thc Svayambhu Hill. 

2 Literally "Sound for Awakening the Clouds, Flags of the Gods" This Dharani is an extensive Naga 
Sadhana, or ritual to stiniulate the Nagas, which consists of many Mantras of a mnemonic nature, 
iinitalivc of t l~c  sound of running water and falling rain. Thc Dharani is recited in times of drought for 
making rain. 

3 Mahamegha means "Great Cloud". therefore the Mahamegha Mahayana Sutra is the "Mahayan? 
(Buddhist) Sutl-a (Text) of the GrcaL Cloud". This satra is very late Mahayana, actually it is one of 
the earliest of the Vajrayana (Vajrayana having developed our of Mahayana) texts, dating to about 
the 3rd Cen~ury A.D: This acwunt of the Buddha's lectures on Mahamegha Mahayana Sutra are 
taken rro~n the introduc~ion lo that Sutra and is not round in the Svayambhu Purana. It is included 

Iiere as illustrative of ~hi, ndtul.rrl history of the Valley. 
4 Sadhana is a Tantric t:i.n :ii : lniil~ ' - r i ~ u ~ l  piactic:", usually incli~iling Tantric elements of Mantra, 

Yantra (Mandala). and Dharani. The Waga Sadhana is the "Tantric Ritual for the Stimulation of 
Wagas for Making Rain." 





In the time of Raja Gunakamade\;a,z the King and all his subjects were completely 

corrupted, being addicted to the various pleasure?. H e  had left off performing service to the 

Triad,3 and was interested only in the company of beautiful women. Likewise, his ministers 

were interested o ~ d y  in vice and corruption. The heavenly deities were offended witb them 

and therefore they sent a great drought and famir,e to oppress them. Gunakamadeva then, 

repenting somewhat, went to pay homage to  Svoyan~bhu Dhormodhofu and  to  the temple o f  

Sautipur. knowing that  Satikar Acharya had been a great Sidpba with knowlec'ge of  manfrus 

and dharanis, including the Muharnegha Nirnada Vgrimbhi Suraketu Dharoni for making 

rainfall. S a r ~ t ~ k a r  Acbarya was meanwhile still ine~de  the Bantipur temple in deep Samadhi, 

having tbe  power of Pranayorna o r  ability to live without breathing. Becoming aware of the 

great distress of the  people, Santikar Acharya came out of his meditation and granted 

audience to Raja Gunekamadeva. The Raja  paid great homage to Santikar Acharya and 

requested that  the Siddha help relieve the drought aud fanline. Santikar Acbarya instructed 

tbat  the Raja and all his subjects must changc their evil ways, that  they must d o  pilgrimage 

to  all the  holy places in the Valley, especially the  Tirthas, and rhat they must begin to follow 

the way of the Dharma. Therefore the  Raja and his subjects began to mend their ways and 

1 From this point we have departcd from the chapter sequence of the Svayarnbhu Purmna, intending to 

present only two stories from the rest of the text. ' T h e  remainder ol the text deals with the historical 

period; the two stories we have chosen are a continuation of the development of Naga Sadhana and 
the role of Santikar Acharya. 

2 942-1008 A.D. 

3 Buddha. Dharma, and Sangha. 



immediately upon doing this there was some re \~ef  In the bad atmosphere prevailing, but still 

there was no rain. So Sarrtikar Acharya dectded that he must perform the  Naga Sadhona. 

Therefore he summoned all the Nagorojus of the Valley in order to perform the proper 

ritual. All the Nagarajas, respecting his summons, came there immediately except KarAc ~ I I X ~  

Nagaraja, the former King W(rgaraja of Nagnvasah~ada, now residing in his palace of jewels 

a t  Taodaha. Santikar Acharya in his meditation realized tha t  the reason Karkotaka  is not 

coming is that he is so ugly. S o  he sent Raja Gunaka~nadeva to  flatter him into coming or, 

tbat  failing, to bring him by force. Therefore the Raja went to the palace of Karkotaka and 

requested him to please come to participate in the Naga Sadl~una. But still Karkotaka refused 

to  come, thinking that be i s  too  ugly to  be seen. Three times t h e  Raja requested but sttll he 

refused. Finally, ujing the power he had been given by Santikar Acharya, he grabbed 

Karkotaka by the neck and dragged him all the way to Santipur where Santikar Acharya 

put  him in his proper seat. 

Then paying due homage to all the assembled Nagarajas, Sanfikat Acharya spoke to 

them saying, ''Oh Nagarajas. There is need of your aid to relieve the drought plagu'ing the 

Nepal Valley. In order t o  d o  the proper ritual there is ~ e e d  of tbe blood of the heart of each 

Nagaraja to be used to paint a Naga Mandala. Also you must participate in the performance 

of the Nuga Sadhano." T o  this they all agreed, being fearful of Santikar Acharya who, in his 

role a s  the performer of the Naga Sodliana, has assumed the appearance of Goruda. S o  

having given their blood for the painting of the Mandala, they assumed their places 

for the  performance of the ritual. All t h e  three-hooded Nagas were placed in the east, 

five-hooded Nagas in the south, seven-hooded Nogas in the west, and nine-hooded 

Nagas in the north. Tb:n Santikar Acharya in his meditation imagining himselfas 

tiarudu, seated himself in his position on the blue cushion of the Dhurarli reader Above his 

head was placed a canopy of blue cloth and  blue flags were set u p  on  all sides. I n  each of 

the four directions was placed a wdter jar full of pure wdter a n d  decorated with blue flowers. 

Each of the water jar< was set o n  a n  eight-petalled lotus drawn with cowdung. In front 

of the water jbrs were set up images of Nagas made of cowdung. 

Having made all arrangements, Santikar Acharya then began the Xaga Sudhana. First 

he read the mantra for protection of the  har rani reader, the RaksavidAana. Then he read the 

mantras of the eight chief Nagarnjas, hTagaaj)asa, then the  maotra Nagajnpa of each 

Nugaraja requesting to make rain. and the Naga Todhuna to s t~mula te  each to d o  his duty. 

Then he  read the Argha Mdntra ,  for welcoming the water drops. After p l l  these mantras 



he made meditatibn on  the Naga Mandala. t h e n  he read the prcliminiary bharani 

Sarvastrkhada, includ~ng the summoning of all the Nagos in  the Universe by name and all 

the cloud counterparts of Nogas by name.1 All these ritual preperations having been made, 

Santikar Acbarya tbea read the Dharani Mohgmcgha Nirnada Vijrimbhi Strroketu. And 

immediately up9n the recitation of this Dhoruni, rain began to  fall in the  Nepal Valley. 

Thus was the drought relieved. Raja Gunakamadeva, havlng achieved his purpose aod 

being quite old, retired into meditation. Santikar Acharya also retired within Santipur 

temple to resume his meditation. The Noga Mandala was placed inside Nagapur and the 

original text of Mahumeghu Maho)lan~ Sutra was placed inside the Santipur temple. Both are 

believed to  still exist. 

1 The List of Nagas includes more than 200 by name and description. Nagas are related to the heavens, 
the earth, geographic places, oceans, lakes, rivers, streams, pools aad ponds; to types of rainfall. gentle, 
hard, light, heavy; to  lightning and thunder; and to specific characteristics like colour. temperament, 
size, appearance, disposition, etc. Others are described as "flag of the Gods", "luminous", "Jewelxarrier", 
"wind-maker", "ocean of elixer", "treasure-keeper", "Hero", etc.. The list of clouds includes more than 
60. Clouds are "Mothers of Nagas" in that the clouds produce water; the Maga, symbol of water, is 
born out of the cloud. Because of this relation, clouds can be summoned by the stimulation of Nagas. 
The list of clouds is similar to what a modern meteorologist might make on observation of a season of 
the incredible variety of atmospheric phenomenon normally occuring in the Nepal Valley. 



In the time of Pratapnmallal there was again severe drought in Nepal due to the 

corruption of the King and people. The Raja went to the Santipur2 temple to  retrieve the 

Mahomrgaha Mahayana Sutra in order that he might be able to perform the Naga Sadhana. 

The subsequent events are recorded on a stele which the Raja had erected. The fo l l o~ ing  is a 

partial translation of the inscription cn the stele: 

"Having no rain, I (Pratapamalla) called Sadhakrts3 and told them to  bring out the 

valuable book as soon as possible from Santipur." 

"This they did, but due to the defect of  Kali Yuga and delusion they brought out the 

wrong book. Therefore, I decided to go myself to  take out the right book." 

"Stepping on the Phani (Serpents), 1 went inside and I was surryunded by 3undreds 

wrathful Yisachas (Ghosts). Then I sang the powerful praise loudly In my mind and all became 

peaceful":& 

1 Pratapamalla, the Poet-King of Kathmxndu, reigned 1641-1674. He was known as one of the most 
I 

lasvicious of the kings of Kathmandu. He had supposedly taken a vow to cohabit with 100,000 women, 
and actually corrupted the chastity of 30,000. 

2 The Santipur temple had been closed and sealed from the time of Raja Gunakamadeva until the time of 
Pratapamalla, and has not been opened sincc. The temple is the source of many popular legends. It is 
supposed to hold 27 rooms with books, re!igious objects, Siddhis in meditation, Nagas, Bhutr (Ghosts), 
and to be the entrance to tunnels leading to the bottom of the Svayambhu Chaitya or to other parts of 
the Valley. The temple is a largz rectangular siiucture about 50 meter north and at a slightly lower level 
from the Svayarnbhu Chaitya. 

3 Sadhakas are Tantrics or those versed in the practice of Tantric Sadhana. 
4 The temple having been closed for many ceuturics therl: wcre, no d o ~ ~ b t ,  many legends about what was 

inside, as there are now. The serpents and ghosts are perhaps only in the Raja's mind and the ''power~ul 
praise" is his protective mantra, which he was probably singing loudly as he entered. 



"lnside the dreadful Santipur there are twenty-seven rooms. Here there are some 

Siddhas discussing; there is a colnurful canopy decorated with jewels." 

I "When I entered the ninth room I saw the book on a pedestal. Seeing the book, my 

mind became restless." 

"There came a bright light, I subdued it in the Pame way.1 I took the painting paioted 

with the  blood of the Nagas and the wonderful book." 

"I came out with pleasure and with compassion for the people* Immediately rain came 

and the whole earrh became full of water."" 

"To prove who went inside Ssntikar and brought out the wonderful book, I 

immediately made a record of these events."3 

"Paying homage to  the Deity who destroys the sins of many, many lives, the Raja 

Pratapamella, heing very grateful, made this powerful praise " 

"Seeing the dreadful drought, 1, Kavindra Pratapamalla, in Newari Sambat 778 

(1658 A.D.), Asadha Krishna Chaturti (4th day of dark Moon of Asadha-August) 

Brihaspath bar (Thursday) brought ou t  the mandala painted with the  blood of the Nagas 

from Saotipur " 

"At that  all around the  heavy rains came and all the people were happy. This rain 

relieved the drought and made for good times in Nepnl. With compassion for the people and 

for their protection, I, Raja  Pratapamalla, even taking such a risk, was also made happy." 

"Here is the end of the  praise called Vristichintarnani,4 composed by the Raja 

Pratapamalla." 

1 Again perhaps a figment of the Raja's imagination which he is able to overcome with a mantra. 
2 This time it has not been necessary to even read the Sutra or  perform the Sadhana in order to make 

rain. One can imagine the tension built up herore the attempt is made to open and enter the temple, 
surrounded with the mystery of centuries. The Raja's fearful entry alone. into the "dreadful Santipur" 
has apparently generated enough cosmic electricity to bring the rains. 

3 The stele may still be seen just inside the outer door of the Santipur temple. 
4 Vris t i  means "rainfall", chintamani  means 'bwish-fulfilling jewel". The Chintamani  plays a large role 

in legend and folklore of Nepal and Tibet. I t  is solnetimes compared to the "Philospher's Stone". It is 
the "Stone that makes Magic", the stone or  jewel itself being unnecessary, here it is the actions of the 

Raja that have made magic, that is, his actions have made rainfall. Nagas are represented with a single 
large jewel on the head, and s0.n: of them. like Karkotaka Nagaraja,  are able to grant wishes. 



According to Indian philosophical belief, Universal Time is a continuous cycle of 

creation ( sristi ) and destruction (pralayo) .  Each cycle represents 100 years in the, life of 

Brahma. Brahma is conceived as having been born fi-om a Lotus (Padma-Sambhavk, Lotus- 

Born) wbich issues from the navel of Vi~hnu. Vishnu is depicted reclining on the Serpent Ananta, 

the Endless who floats (ATarayano) on the Primordial Waters ( N a r a ) .  At the end of 100 

years in the life of Brahma there occurs a Great Destruction (Mohopralaya) followed by 

100 years of Chaos, after which another Brahma is born and the cycle begins anew. 

One day in the life of Brahma is equivalent to 4.320 million , Earth years, one Kalpa. 

Each Kalpa is further divided into 100 Great Ages or  Mohayugos which consists of four 

Ages or Yugas. In the first Yugn of each Mahayuga moral order o r  virtue ( Dharma) is on 

inherent characteric of the Universe. As time proceeds, however, each Yuga suffers a decline 

or natural decay of Dhnrma by one quarter until in the Kali or present Yuga only one fourth 

of Dharma remains. The Yugus take their names from the four throws of the Indian dice 

game, Krita, Treta, Dvajara and Kali. 

Krital Yuga, the first of the Ages, is the perfect, or "four-quartered" Yuga, when 

Dhorama is complete, conceived as stable on four legs, like the sacred cow. Krita is the 

perfect participle of the verb kri, to do; it means, " d ~ n e ,  accomplished or perfect". Krita 

is the Four or winning throw in the dice game. In  this Yuga man is born after only seven 

days pregnancy; he is not mammary, or milk-sucking; maturity is immediate; and intellect 

1 In the Nepali. Smtya, or the Yuga of the Innate Truth. 
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and virtue are a t  the highest. There is no  di~cabr and men and women all observe the 

natural order of life or  Dharma. The duration of this Yuga IS l,728,000 years.. 

Treta Yuga is named for the dice-cast of the Three, one fourth of Bharmu has 

vanished; disease appears in the world; and moral duties are  no longer spontaneous, but 

have to  be learned. Man is born after eight months pregnancy and is now mammary. The 

duration of this Yuga is 1,296,000 years. 

Dvayara Yuga is the age of balance between perfection and imperfeetion. The name 

is derived from d m ,  meaning "two". In this Age the sacred cow of moral order stands 

unstably on only two legs. Vice and materialism have entered and true saintliness, once the  

natural condition of mankind, can now be achieved only through devotion and religions or 

ascetic practice. The duration of this Yupo is 861,000 years. 

Kali Yuga. the dark Age. Dharma stands on  only one leg, all but one fourth o f  

natural virtue have vanished. Kali IS the losing throw of the dice game; the word means 

"black", also ' 'strife or  quarrel". The decline of mciral order is d e s c r ~ t e d  in the Vishn~r 

Purana: "When society reaches a stage, where property confers rank. wealth becomes the 

only source of virtue, passion the sole bond of union between husband and wife, falshood 

the  source oi success in life, sex the only means of enjoyment, and mhen outer trappings 

are confused with inner religion . . .", this 1s the present time, the Kuli Yuga. This is the 

shortest of the Yugas, due  t o  deficiency of Dhornra, being only 432,000 !ears. The Kali Yuga 

is computed a s  having begun in 3102 B.C 

The Geologic Record 

Are the time scales of Crea t~on  described bv the Allcier~ts completely figments of 

their fertile imaginations without any re la t~on to reality, or  is there some correlatiou between 

tbe ancient reckoning and the modern methods of determining Geologic Time ? Indeed 

there is a correlation and  a close one iit that .  The oldest rocks, dutcd by radioactive isotope 

decny methods, are 3,300 million ytars old, and the origin of the Earth and, it is assumed, 

of the Universe, is estimated to be '.about 44 billion" (4,500 million) years Considering 

the k ~ o w n  innacuracy of radioactive dating over l o ~ r g  time periods and the admitted 



"approximate" estimate of the age of the Earth,  which estimate are we t o .  assume is mar t  

accurate, the "Modern Scientific1' or the "Fantasy of the Ancients"? The  correlation in any 

case is too  close to imagine that  the ancients have not employed "Scientlfic" tools in their 

Philosophical speculations. Indeed we can only marvel a t  their techniques which allow them 

to make perhaps more accurate estimates of Geologic Time than is possible with modern 

scientific methods. 

Geologists believe that that  the continents a s  we know them today were once one 

great continent Pangaea, "One Elr th" .  This "original" continent began to break up  "only'' 
about 200-300 million years ago. The force which can cause a continent to  break up  and 

begin subsequent "drifting" over the molten i n ~ e r i o r  of t h e  Earth is yet debated amongst 

geologists. I t  is perhaps due t o  convection currents set up  by hot spots in the unequally 

cooled interior of the Earth;  o r  it may be due to  the  rotation of the Ear th  o r  a combination 

of these two factors The original continent Panpaea was split apart  by hot  spots beneath 

it, dividing into a northern continent, '.Laurasia", which included North America, Greenland, 

and Eurasia, and a southern continent "Gondwanaland". This southern continent then 

broke up into Africa, South America, which drifted to  the  west, Antartica, which drifted 

south, Australia, which drifted to the north-east, and India, which has drifted almost 

directly north. The  "sub-continent" of India has drifted farthest of  any of the continents, 

having travelled 9,000 kilometers t o  collide with the great mass of  Eurasia. about 45-50 

million years ago. Thus the Indian Sub-continent is a separate land-mass distinct from 

the Asian continent. Where the land-masses have collided they have over-ridden, 

underthrust, folded and fused t o  form the present t i imalayan mountain range. Where 

two .'platesw of the Earth's surface collide; if one o r  both is n o t  carrying a continent, that  

is, if the ocean floors collide, each may "sub-duct" o r  be forced down to he remelted in the 

interior. But where a plate is carrying a continental mass it is usually unable to sub-duct 

the  entire mass and  therefore the masses "pile-up" to  form new continents and mountain 

chains. The Indian continent is thus attempting to consume itself in the "underbelly of Asia", 

but being unable to  sub-duct, has raised the Himalayan Ranee of  m o ~ ~ n t a i n s .  Geologists 

believe that  io general the Inaian block has underthrust  and the Asian block has over-ridden, 

thu3 making I he Himalayas two continents thick Where India ends and  Asia begins is now 

impossible to tell, the continents hdving fused under tremendous pressure, melting and 

actually altering the  crystalline stfucture of the r( ck (rne~nmorphosis). 

AS the Ludian continent approached tbe Eurasian continent the intervening body of 

water, the Tctbys Sea (named for the wife of Oceaaus of Greek myth) grew more  and more 



harrow until land was raised in its place. The Tibetan Plateau, or what we now koow as the 

Tibetan Plateau, began to rise above the sea, slowly and shows evidence of having been for 

some millions of  years a low swampy area, wet and fertile with vegetation, covered with 

numerous large lakes which have g~adu l lg  dried up.  The Plateau is composed of sedementary 

rock, having been previously part of  he Tethys Sea 0oors. As the massof the Plateau 

began t o  offer more resistance to  the advance of the Indian continent's northward movement, 

a t  the point of greatest heat and friction, the rocks are completely melted to form 

crystalline igneous rock which are shoved up to form the main chain of the Himalaya. This 

igneous upthrust still carries remains of the Tibetan sediment on top of it. All of the  8000 

meter peaks of the Nepal Himalaya, except Makalu, owe their great height to  as much 

as 1000 meters of the T ~ b e t a n  sediment w h ~ c h  they carry on  their peaks. 

As the  main range of the Himalaya began to  rise, the rivers flowing south from the 

Plateau, which formed the firht watershed, were forced to cut  their way through the 

mountains as they were raised. The ra te  the mountains were being thrust u p  being so rapid, 

in terms of Geologic Time, the rivers were often temporarily impounded foaming lakes 

uorth of the rnaln thrust. Evidence of such a lake is to be found in the Muitang regiorl of 

Nepal. The rivers have cut  throught the mountains along north-south fault lines usually 

forming impressrve gorges. The rise of the Himalayan range caused tremendous climatic 

change o n  the Plateau of Tibe1 because the southerly Monsoon was now blocked by the 

high mountaiu wall, the Plateau become arid, the swamps and lakes begin to  dry up and the 

glaciers receded up  thelr valleys. The larger lakes of Tibet are now mostly saline (salt) and  

show evidence of having been much large in the past. The glaciers likewise have been much 

longer and more exteosive In the  past. 

After the greatest rise of the Tibetan Plateau and the Himalayan range had taken 

place, the area south of the main range was thrust up  to form the  2000-3000 meter high 

Mahabharat Range, and the detritus of the mountam building farther south formed the 

Siwalik Range of 500-lU00 meter hills. The rivers were again forced to  cut through the 

Mababharat  Rangs as it rose. All of the  main rivers of Nepal gather together into only 

three main rivers, the Kosi, Gandaki, and K a r n a l ~  l a  order to force through this raogs of 

hills. The Ganges Sea had meanwhile been formed by the downfolding of [he Indian 

continental crust under pressure of the continent's relenlless advance to the north, and has 

been gradually filled with the detritus carried by the rivers from the mountains, These 

events have all taken place over the past 50 million years and are, no  doubt, still taking 



place today; though whether the uplifting of the mountains or  their downfall due to erosion 

is more rapid, caonot be said. Indeed it is estimated that the mountains wol~ld  have been 

eroded to a level plane in only 10 million years had not the){ been constantly rising at  the 

same time. 

After the mountains had been thru5t up, there occured a movement known as isostasy, 

which means the Farth seeking it's own balance. The tremendous weight of the mountain 

mass causes the mountains to  "settle" somewhat in relation to the surrounding areas, much 

as a rock settles in mud. The result o f  this movement in the Himalaya has been to cause 

the valleys south of the main chain to  "back-lilt" towards the nor th ,  sometimes blocking 

the flow of rivers and impounding lakes. This has happened in the Vale of Kashmir and the 

Valley of Nepal as well as in numerous smaller valleys. The  lakes form only to eventually 

break out after the lake outlet has cut  through the barrier to  the south, o r  a s  is often the 

case, the barrier has been r u p ~ u r e d  by the agency of earthquake. 

The Nepal Valley has Eluvial lacustrine clay and sand horizontally bedded sediments 

of more than 300 meter depth.1 This type of sediment is formed only by gradual deposition 

a t  the bottom of  bodies of still water. Some fossils have also been found in the sediments. 

The local people use a black clay known as  kalinloti (black earth) as fertilizer on  their 

field$. This clay could not be so fertile except for the  presence of decayed organic matter, 

remnants of the vegetation and  aquatic life of the former lake. The sediments also include 

bands of peat and coal which require swampy or dry conditions for  formation, tbus indicating 

that the lake was alternately swampy, dry, and lake again, as the mythological history 

would have us believe. The Valley is surrounded on  all sides by a mountain rim ranging from 

600 to  1200 meters above the Valley floor, broken only where the Bagmati river breaks out  

to the south. Were it possible to  again block the gorge a t  Chobhar ,  the Valley would 

gradually f i l l  up  with water making a lake lrke the former lake. Nagavasahrada described in 

the Svayan~bh~r Plrrana. From the Geological evidence the mythological stories of the ancient 

lake a re  entirely feasible; indeed we begin t o  wonder how long man may have occupied 

the Nepdl Valley to  be aware of the former lake, which probdbly dried u p  for the last time 

a t  least 25-30,000 years ago. 

The original level of the lake must have been about  ihe level of the present Tar,  the 

high pla~eau-like sandy sediments on which were b u ~ l t  the  kingdoms of Kathmandu, Patan,  

1 Drill holes Tor water have been lnade to depths of 300 meter without striking rock; therefore lh: 

sediments are a t  least this deep or deeper. 



and Bhaktapur. The \'alley must have been nearly level until tbe rivers and streams eroded 

away lhe Tur to form the low alluvial plains known as Do/. The local farmers also make 

every attempt to  increase the Do1 at the expense of the Tar, as tbe former can be irrigated 

for rice cultivation whereas the latter cannot. The top of the Tor is almost perfectly level 

with the 4400 foot contour line; assuming that the maximum level of the former lake may 

have been 100 feet higher, i t  is then possible to trace the shoreline of the lake along the 

4500 foot contour line. Reconstructing the lake in this manner gives a body of water about 

10 miles by 12 miles, close to the '7 kos by 7 kos" of the S~uyarnbhu Purana. 

The gorge at Chobbar has obviously been ruptured by tbe agericy of earthquake; 

faults are visible in the walls of the gorge. The Nepal Valley is a center of earthquake 

activity, major quakes having taken place in 1803, 1833, aud 1934, causing extensive damage, 

especially In the major towns which are built on the unstable Tar. Thus the legend of 

Manjushri severing the gorge with his sword appears to be a mythological description of an 

actual geological event, and the Svayambhu Purano may be the earliest geological textbook. 

We can only speculate whether the authors of the legends were actually present at the events 

they describe. 

Manjushri Bodhisottva from Moha Chin was, according to the Svajombhu Ptrrono, the 

first t o  introduce agriculture into the Nepal Valley. The significance of thia part of the 

legend is that the first settlers in the Valley were probably from the north rather than from 

south, from India. The language of the oldest inhabitants of the Valley, the Nrwars, is 

closely related to t h ~ ,  Tibeto-Burman languages. The legend of Manjushri severing the gorge 

a t  Chobhar and draining the lake may also refer to the acts of the earliest inhabitants in 

draining the swampy remains of the lake. Other versions of the Svayumbhu Purono have 

Monjrlshri also cutting the gorges at Gokarna and Pasupati to drain pools of water which 

would naturally have collected at those places. 



"When the divine life substance is about to put t'orth the Universe, the cosmic 

water grow a thousand-petaled lotus '  of pure gold, radiant as the sun. 1 his is t he  door  or  

gate, the opening o r  mouth, of the womb of the universe. I t  is the first product of the 

creative principle, gold in token of its incorruptable nature. It opens to give birth first t o  the 

demiurge-creator, Brahma. From its pericarp then issue the hosts of the created world. 

According to  the Hindu conception the waters are  female; the! are  the maternal, vrocreative 

aspect of the Absolute, and the cosmic lotus is their generative organ. The  cosmic lotus is 

called 'The highest form or  aspect of Earth', also 'The Goddess Moisture', .The Goddess 

Earth'. I t  is pzrsonilied as the Molher Goddehs through whom the Absolute moves into 

creation. 1 

"It is t h e  nature of the S u p r e r ~ e  Being to take delight in himself in the cosmic ocean. 

Presently, ou t  of his cosmic body, he puts forth a single lotus, with a thousand petals of 

pure gold, stainless, radiant as the sun. And together with this lotus he puts forth the God- 

Creator of the Universe, Brahma, who is seated in the center of the  golden lotus, which 

expands and is radiant with the glowing energy of creation."a 

. "Svayambhu having been impelled to  produce various beings from his own divine 

substance, be first manifes~ed the waters (Nara)  which developed within themselves a 

1 Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization, Heinric Zimmer, p. 20. 

2 Ibid, p. 51. 



productive seed ( Bindu). The seed became a germ bright as gold blazing like the luminary 

with a thousar~d beams, and in that egg he was born himself, in the form of Brahma, the 

great principle of all the beinps."l 

In the S~ajambhu Purnna the "mouth or  the womb of the universe" i s  the (hhyeswari, 

the womb from which the lotus seed, planted by Vipaswi is germinated. The lotus unfolds, 

revealing Svo~ambhu, like a dazzling jewel, the Vojra, the Dkormadhotu. The Svojlambhu 

Dbarmadhntu further unfolds. "like a rainbow produced by the  sun's rays bein@ spreed or  

difflrsed by Rater droplets", to reveal !he Dhyoni Bsddhas, the "hosts of the created world". 

The stupn o r  chnitya is finally erected over the Svayambhu Dhormadhatu as a protection for 

the manifestation of the '.selT-created" revealed within the lotus. The Suoyombhu Purona is 

a complete creation myth, product of Hindu-Buddbist mythology. 

The unfoldment of the Dhnrniadhntu from the original seed (bindu into the Dhyani 

I Blrddha~ and all the manifestations of the universe is visualized by the methods of Buddhist 

med~ta t ion T t e  meditator attempts to visualize in his own miod the original unformed, the 

great void, and from that point or  shed within tbe void. t o  comprehend the nature of the 

created world. As we can understand the nature of a rap of sunlight by separating it into 

its comp3nent parts by passing it through a prism, so tbe nature of the ultimate reality, the 

D.'l.arrno:/hatu. rnay be ur~derstood by observing its unfoldment into its comFonent parts. 

I n  Vajrujuna Buddhism the lotus is symbolic of tbe female organ or principle and 

the Vajra is symbolic of the male organ or prillciple. Their union produce Bodliicitta, o r  

Buddha-mind. The lotrls is also symbol of the healt ,  therefore it is said that the jewel 

( Vajra)  car) onlv be founil within one's own heart. The creation myth of the Svoyan~bhu 

Plrrana is then a description of Man's search for Fnlightenrrent or  Buddhe-miud through 

tbe technique of Bud J I~ ih t  meditation. 

The  "divine life subslance" which produces the  waters and the seed of creation is the 

Akflsa, the space or  void, the etQzr, the life force or encrpy O F  the universe. The seed 

genninared in the meLlinm or  the life f,,rce contains all material elements, mcdificatioos of 

th: elementary 4 k n s . 1 .  as well u s  the sn~r i tual  potentiality of mankir~d epitomised in the 

cliaractcrl~tics of th: I J h j . c ~ r , i  ii~,c!ti/~c~s E ; ~ c h  of the L ) h ~ ' n n i  B~rddlios is also related to a n  

el.:lutrlt; I ' o i n ~ c o n ~ ~  111 th: c;.nter of  the c . l i ~ ; r , a  corresponds to the ether, the Akosa. Aksobh~a 

I Ilonk ol' Manu, bk. i., 8. 9 



i n  th: east, to th? elemznt Water, Rarnosambhava in the south to the element Earth, Amitabk 

In the west, to the element Fire, and Amoghasiddhi iu the north to the element Air. 

The cosmic waters, in the Svaymtbhu Purnna the waters of the forrncr Great  Lake, 

the  Kalihrsda or  Nagavasuhroda, develop within themselves a seed, in Svayambhu Purana 

the seed of the lotus planted by Vipaswi. The seed germinates ia the  Qoddess Earth,  the 

Guhyeswari, and blossoms to  reveal the Svayambhu-Brahma, the  Selt-created, the Self-existant, 

from whom proceeds all Existanca. The legendary history of the creation of th* Nepal Valley 

related in  the Svayarnbhu Purona is also the  history according to Buddhist cosmology of the 

creation of  the Universe. 



The Buddhist Choiryo structure reflects tbe development of the monumental arcbitec- 

tural style from the simple tumulus or  burial mound to a form incorporating a complex 

celestial and spiritual symbology: in the  same manner the nature of the structure embodies 

the nature of the spirit of the men who constructed them. According to  Lama Aoagarika 

Govinda the choitya architectural style is a natural monument of a "telluric-matriarchal" 

civilization who worshiped the creative forces of the earth.' And he considers it higbly 

significant tbat  the architeclural form of this civil~zation served first the spiritual non- 

u t i l i t a r i~n  w e d s  of man rather than the material, utilitarian needs. "The monumental o r  

shaped architecture is an  expression of tbe human soul, just as any other work of sculpture, 

which cannot be understood from a utilitar!an standpoint, nor defined by principles of 

architectural necessity.  One would tbiuk tbat man tried to  satisfy his material needs first, 

before bothering about  spiritual things. But the history of humanity shows just the ~ o n t r a r y . " ~  

Lama Govinda sees the choitya or stupn architectural style as the combination of the ancient 

lunar matriarchal Eartb cult and the later masculine solar cult represented by the spire and 

umbrella symbolic of the Tree of Life. The practice of the feminine Eartb is revealed in the 

sitting of chairyas a t  ancient terrestrial sacred places, and represented architecturally in the 

lower hemispherical tumulus, the anda o r  egg which symbolizes the creative power of the 

Earth. He  traces the development of the style from Ce\ Ion wbere the st~r l~u  is a reliquary of 

tbe remains ( d l i a t u )  of the Buddba and was called dogoba from the combined term dhatu- 

garbha. The  stupa shape emphasizes the undo or  tumulus which is surmounted by a single 

umbrella. The  form was further developed in the northern countries, Nepal and Tibet 

increasingly emphasiz~ng the surmounting umbrellas to form the spire o r  solar symbol. The 

1 Psycl~o-cosmic Symbolism of the Buddhist Stupa, Lama Anagarika Govinda, p. 74. 
2 Ibid, p. 75. 





round shape of the anda was constricted a t  the base, in Nepal to the point that  the lower 

sides of the anda are almost vertical, and in Tibet to the point that the bare of the unda is 

smaller than the upper part. The honorific umbrellas increased icl number to a total of thirteen, 

symbolic of the stages of consciousness on  the path t o  Enlightenment, to form the spire 

shape as in the Svayambhu stupa or the p) ramidal shape as in the Boudhnath stupa of the 

Nepal Valley. The spire was then surmounted by a final large umbrella. Finally in the highest 

development of the architectu~al form in Nepal, Tibet, &lid Japan the spire is topped by a 

crescent lunar symbol which cradles a spherical solar symbol, all surmounted by a flaming 

drop'representative of the ether (okasu)  produced by the combination of sun and moon 

which is, again the "dazzling flame" of the Dharmadhatu. 

The Choityo as mouumental architecture in its cosmological and spiritual s;gnihcance 

is comparable in style and funclion to the Egyptian Pyramids and the Druidic stone circles 

a t  Stonehenge and Carnac. The Egyptian and Druidic monuments also incorporate the 

"sacred geometry" and celestial symbols and they likewise reflect contemp,>rary periods of 

Man's spiritual development. 









"As to the firbt point, that of violence, the technical term for 'nonviolence' is ahklsa, 

which means the avoidanceof harm of all life. I n  this respecl, Buddhism was one of the many 

movements reacting against the tyraunies tha t  had nrisen about 3000 B.C., a ~ d  whose 

technical projects and military operations had led t o  widespread and often senseless violence 

and destruction of life. From its very beginning, the growth of civilization has been accom- 

panied by recurrent waves of disillusion with power and material wealth. About 600 B.C. 

onwards, one such wave went through the whole of Asia, mobilizing the resources of spirlt 

against the existing power system. 

In India, the reaction arose in a region devoted to rice culture, as distinct from the 

areas further west that re l~ed o n  animal husbandry and cultivation of wheat. For  the last 

two thousand years, Buddhism bas rnaiii;? flourished in rice-$rowing cour~tries, with little 

success elsewhere. In addition (and t h ~ ,  is much harder to explain), it has bpread only into 

those countries that previously had a culr of serpcnts or drago~rs and has never made headway 

in those parts  of the world that view the killing of dragons as a meritorious deed or  blame 

serpents for mankind's ills."l 

"Between the Buddha and the Nuga in India there is no  such antagonism as we a rc  

used to  in tbe savior versus serpent symbolism of the West. Accordlog t o  the Buddhist view, 

all the  genii of nature rejoice, together with the highest gods, upon the appearance of the  

incarnate redeemer, and the serpent, as tbe principle personification of the waters of terrestrial 

1 Buddhlsm and Asian Society, Edward Conze. 



life, is no exception. Eager to serve the universal teacher, they watoh solicitously his progress 

toward final enlightenment, for he has come to redeem all beings alike, the creatures of the 

earth, of the heavens, and of the hells."l 

''In the West, the hero-savior descending from heaven t o  inaugurate a new age on 

earth rcgarded as embodiment of a spiritual and moral principle superior t o  the blind, 

animal lifeforce of the serpent power. In India, on the other hand, the serpent and the savior 

are two basic manifestations of the one, all-containing divine substance."a 

In the former Great Lake of Nepal, the Nagavasahrado, there were, no doubt, all types 

of aquatic beings including those of the serpent or reptile genus. The lake in its various 

stages as bog and swamp must have been a profilic breeding ground for serpents. There is 

some evidence that the name Nepal. rather than being derived from the name of the sage, 

Ne Muni, is instead derived from the Sanskrit term for swamp or  "damp place". 'The lake, 

according to the Svayambhu Purana was ruled by the serpent-like Nagas; the riame 

Nagararuhroda means literally Naga-Kingdom-Lake. The Nagnrajas of the mythological 

history are not, however, the zoologic31 scrpent though reprebented in serpent form. The Naga 

is uhually represented with human head and facial features and usually a human body 

becoming serpentine at the waist in the manner of the mermaid. The Naea may have a single 

head or, more often, the anthropomorphic flgure is covered by a canopy of serpent hooded 

hcads, usually three for a female Nugo, or Nagini, and five or seven for a Nagaraja. 

That the Noga 1s more then a mere serpent is evident from the fact of his possession 

.of.supernatnral powers. In  the Svayambhu Purana, Manjushri Bodhisartva is very careful to 

avoid arousirlg the anger of the resident Nugarujns and he attempts to persuade them to 

remain in the Nepal Valley at the same time he is taking over their exclusive domain for 

the introduction of human settlement. The supernatural power of the Naga is his control 

over all phenomenon related to the element Water. He can either cause the rains to  fall, as 

in the case wben Kulikn A7agarajo attempts to refill the former lake, or he cancause the rains 

to c:ase, as apparently happened in the time of Raja Gunakamadeva and later in the time of 

Pratapa Malla. The Naga can cause the stream0 to f l ~ w  or to dry up, he can bring the 

rains in season or out of season, he can provide the spark of life of the electrical storm 

in the spring or he can withhold it. The Naga retainsthe power over the fertility of 

the land and the consequent prosperity of  the people. Man can take the land for cultivation 
- 

1 Myths and Symbols in Indian Art  and Civilization, Heinrich Zirnmer, p. 66. 

2 Ibid, p. 89. 



but he can neglect the spirit of the land and the representatives of that spirit only at his 

own peril. The original inhabitants of the Nepal Valley recognized the need to propitiate the 

original spiritual inhabitants; they first allowed the Taudaha as residence of Karkotoka 

Nagaraja, King of all the Nagarajap of the Valley, and later they established the twelve 

Tirthas as permanent residence of the twelve lesser Nagarajw. At a later time when the 

Valley had become more densely populated and the Nagas were perhape neglected, no longer 

being allowed the propcr respect or slimulation by ritual, they ceased their functiom 

altogether causing greatdrought and famine. At this time thc Naga Sadhano was established. 

the ritual for propitiation and stimulation of the Nagorajas, and they immediately brought 

the reins. This is the story of settlement and civilization all over the world. Man's prosperous 

cultivation of the land and the success of his civilizations is dependent on his paying proper 

homage to the arcbaic spirit of the living Earth. To quote from John Michell in "The Earth 

Spirit": 

"Whereas formerly every part of the earth was inhabited and directly ruled by 

spirits, these are now placed in reservation that the world outaide may be freed for the 

sacriligious proceeding of breaking the earth for agriculture, building and mining. Even 

so, these activities are carried out in the knowledge that they are objectional to the earth 

spirit and that they defy the gods. They must therefore be attended by ritual designed to 

attract the god's patronage."l 

The Mahamegha Mahayana Sutra dates from this time and incorporates all the element 

of Naga Sadhana as practised in Nepal. Besides Karkato and the twelve Tirrlta Nagarajas 

there are given the names and attributes of more than two hundred Nagarajas. Their names 

reveal the nature of the Naga as conceived by the inhabitants of Nepal. A few are l~sted 

here: 

Sagara Xagaraja - Naga of ocean. 

Vidyumoti Nagaraja - Naga of lightn~ng Rash. 

Avabhashnasikkhi Nagaraja - Nagu with luminous head. 

Jambudhaja Nagaraja - Naga like flag made of cloud. 

Swastika Naearaja - Naga of good welfare. 

Sassteja Nagaraja - Nnga with hypnotizing light. 

Meghosambhava Nagaraja - Naga of Storm bearing cloud. 

1 The Earth Spirit, John Michell, p. 7. 



Varsadhara Nagurnja 

Mahakanaka Nagaraja 

Arnrira Nugorajo 

Arno~hadarsuna Nagaroja 

Mr~hameglrambudha Nagaraja 

lndraprubha Nagaraja 

Himvnvun Na~aro ja  

Meghasak tido Nagaraja 

Amblrdo Nagr~raju 

Vais~varateja Nngaroja 

Vigarurosa Nagoraja 

Sughosli Nagarqia 

Amritrl Sagara Nagaraja 

Mahapravarsoka Nagaraja 

Durrdubislvara Nagaraja 

Mahavidyutprabho Nagaraja 

Chudamanidharo Nagaraja 

Somadarsana Nagaraja 

Muhameghuvilcurvana ~Vogaraja 

Alkopara Nagaroja 

Ukalagarji~a Nugaraju 

Akarsaka A7agaraj.i 

Nimindhara Nagaraja 

Nara) unn Nagaroja 

- Naga bearing torrential rain. 

- Nogu who is the keeper of treasure room. 

- Xoga o t  the amrita (ambrosia). 

- Naga of good luck. 

- Naga who has the knowledge of storm bearing cloude. 

- Naga like a rainbow. 

- Naga of Himalaya. 

- Naga haviog power to  make rain. 

- Nuga of dhraras (water spouts). 

- Nnga having lustre of fire inside earth. 

- Naga of Gentle rain. 

- Noga with pleasant sound (like a bubbling brook). 

- Naga of Ocean of elixer. 

- Naga, Great rain-maker. 

- Nuga with the Sound of d rum (thunder). 

- Naga of Great  lightning flash. 

- Nagn of the water spout of jewels. 

- Naga, light like moonlight. 

- Naga, who is creator of great clouds. 

- Naga of' the comet (comet is related to fertility). 

- Nagcr of Untimely ram. 

- Naea that Attracts (h! pnotizes). 

- Napa that is turtle, cdrrier of tbe t a r tb .  

- Nuga, who is Floating o n  the  waters (Cesa Nclga). 

It is obvious that  the Nnga of the Svuyambhir Purana and Hindu-Buddhist mythology. 

is much more than the ordinary serpent. The Naga symbolizes the  element Water and not  

only does it represent the physical elernelit itself, but  the spirit inhabiting the waters a s  well, 

manifested by the electrical, magnetic and  psychic qualities of  water in  its role as fluid 

medium and source of all the  earth's creatures. The quote from Zimmer in "Myth and  Symbols 

in India11 Art and Civilization": 

"Nagas are genii superior t o  man. They inhabit subaquatic paradises, dwelling a t  t h e  

bottom o f  rivers, lakes, and seas. in resplcndant palaces studded with gems and  pearls. They 



a r e  keepers of the life - energy that is storcd In the earthy waters of  springs, wells, a n d  

ponds." 1 

I n  Hindu mythology the Lord Vishou creates and maintains the universe w h ~ l e  reclined 

on the serpent Ananto,' The Endless, who floats upon the primordial watirs: 

"Vishnu . . . and the cosmic ocean on wh~ch  he is recumbent, are duel manifestations 

of a single- essence; for the ocean, a s  well as the human form, is Vishnu. Furthermore, since in 

Hindu mythology the symbol for water is t h s  serpent ( N a g a ) ,  Vishnu is represented, 

normally, as reposing on  the coils ot a prcdig~ous snake, his favorite symbolic animal, the  

serpent Ananta, 'Endless'. S o  that not only Ihe gigantic anthropomorphic form (Vishnu) and  

the boundless elemental (Water), but the reptile tuo is Vishnu. I t  is o n  a serpent ocean of 

his own immortal substance tbet the Cr :  m c Marl passes the universal night."z 

"The anthropomorphic figure, the serpent coils that  form his bed, and the  water on  

which this serpent floats, are true manifestations of the single divine, imperishable, cosmic 

substance, the energy underlying and inhabiting all the forms of life."S 

1 Myths and Symbols in Art and Civilization. Heinrich Zimmer, p. 62. 

2 Ibid, p. 37. 

3 Ibid, p. 61. 





The Naga in his role as the symbol of the spirit ot'the element, Water, is represented in 

iconographic form as the thousand-headed Ananta, or as Sesa, The Remainder, who suports 

the earth. Magas of lakes, streams, and pools are usually represented with three, five, or 

seven hooded serpent heads over a genii (yaksa) anthropomorphic form. Nagas of pools and 

lakes are often single-headed serpent forms with a large jewel (mani or cintamani) in the 

crown of the head Nagas of this type can be seen at Nag Pokhari in Naxal, Kathmandu, and 

at the Bhaktapur Museum. The serpent form is also used as a decorative motif (Nagbandha) 

between the levels of temple structures, as at the Annayurna Temple in Asan, Kathmandu, 

around doorways, carved in wood, and around bathing pools, in stone, as at Patan. 

The traditional Nepali doorway carving, the Torana has a Nago and Nagini in the 

clutches of Garuda, who symbolizes the sun or the rays of the sun. The carving represents 

the sky, T o r a m  meaning literally sky and atmosphere due to the interaction of the sun and 

the terrestrial waters. The Naga and Nagini are also represented in stone carvings, cradled 

in the lap ol' a human figure. These shrines, such as the one near the Post Office in 

Kathmandu, are paid homage to so often that the featuresof the figures are rubbed 

completely :;mooth, having received so much sandal wood paste as offering. 

In  Inc'ia, stone tablets (Nagalkals)  with entwined serpent pairs carved on the face 

are set up a: ponds believed to be inhabited by Nuy 1. Ta: entwined serpants symbolize 

fertility and , he stones are set up by women desiring children. The stone, after being carved, 

is left for sorue time in the water of the pond in order to imbibe the force of the watery 

element and of the Nagas. 

In Nepal, prints and drawings of eight entwined serpents as well as drawings of Vishnu 

reclining on .Inanfa, are pasted on doorways outside houses at the time of Naga Panchami, 





which occurs on the fifth day of the dark (waning) moon of Asad, usually mid-August. Tbe 

drawing are supposedly proof against being struck by lightning. Noga Panchami is also the 

time when the Mahamegha Mahoyanu Surra is taken out of Santipur and read, though in 
recent years this has not been done. 

Besides being represented in iconographical form alone or in pairs, the serpent is ofteo 

shown forming a canopy of seven hooded heads as part of metal and stone sculptutes of 

Gautama Buddha and of the Dhayni Buddha Amoghasiddhi. This representation derives from 

the legend of Muchalinda Nagaraju who sheltered the Buddha during his meditation. At the 

time of his Enlightement, the Buddha sat in meditatiou for seven days at the foot of the 

Boddhi tree, then for reven days at the Banyan tree, and then for seven days at the tree of 

the Serpent King. Muchalinda. While the Buddha was absorbed in his state of bliss, there 

arose a fierce storm, witnessing tbis the serpent issued from his hole in the roots of  the tree 

and wrapped the coils of his body seven times around the body of the 'Buddha and with 

his seven hoods he sheltered the head of the Buddha from the reging storm. 

The seven hooded Naga canopy is seen on every Buddhist Chaitya of tbe Nepal Valley 

from the largest at  Baudhanath and Svayambhu, to  the small stone Choityas which are so 

r~umerous in all parts of the Valley. The seven hooded Naga canopy covers only Amoghasiddhi, 

the Dhyani Buddl~a on the north side of the Chaitya At the Svayambhu Chaitya the shrine of 

the Water element, the Nagpur. Is at the foot of Amaghasiddhi. The relatioo between the 

serpent form and the Buddha is bigbly significant and leads to an understanding of the 

deeper symbolic meaning of the raga. According to Zimmer, the serpent halo as an artistic 

motif, developed out of the earlier pre-Buddhist artistic styles: 

"When Jains and Buddhists begnn t o  employ craftsmen to fashion images of their 

saviors, the models for the new works of art had to be supplied by older Indian Prototypes, 

chief among which were the Yaksa and the Naga. These were regarded as protecting genil 

and bringers of prosperity. Their forms appear on every doorpost and on most local 

shrines." 1 

"Wheo the artist craftsmen who for centuries had been supplying images for the 

Indian household and temple added to their catalogus the figures of the sectarian saviors 

Parsva andBuddha, tbey based their conceptions on the older forms and some-times retained 

the superhuman serpent attributes. These characteristic signs of the superoatural being 

1 Philosophies of India, Heinrich Zimmer, P. 207. 



seem to have supplied the model for the later Buddhist halo; and it is by no means improbable 

that  t h e  legend of Muchalinda came into existerlce simply as later explanation of the 

representation of the  saviors with the covering, protective serpent hoods."l  

This interpretation of the origin of the Buddhist serpent 'halo' leads t o  the speculation 

that the spiritual aura  or  balo represented by the serpent or  Naga is the same sprritual force 

which the 'enlightened' Buddha embodies. This spiritual force or energy produces the 

characteristic aura  in artistic representations not only of the  Buddha but of the saviors 

of other cultures, including Christ and the Christian sainls. I t  is not too much to  imagine 

that the Christian halo is an  iconographic and artistic development of the Naga halo of 

Buddhist India as India was the source of manv of the spiritual and ph i loso~ l i~ca l  concepts 

of the Occident. If Zimmer is correct in imagining that  the legend of Muchalinda is a later 

explanation of the serpent halo motit', it is probable tha t  the a r t ~ s t s  and craftsmen who 

developed the motif were aware of the spiritual significance of the  serpent-Nagn and used 

the form to represent the spiritual aura, of the Buddha.  We may even speculate that the aura  

of the  'enlightened' Buddha was visible to  some sensitives and that  the serpent-Koga was an  

ancient rnvstical and artistic symbol of the spirit or  the lifc-force which is used to  represent 

the maaife3tation, perhaps the first visible manifestation, of that  spiritual force in Man .  

-- 

1 lbid, p. 208. 



I n  the  Sadlhwtna Picctdarika Hclhnynna S~lrra of the first Century the Dhyani Buddha 

on  the north side of  the Saavatnbhrr Chaitya is named Meghaswara Tarhqara or, Voice of 

the Clouds. In the Suvarna Prnbha Sutra of the third Century. this Buddha's riame is changed 

to Duridhubiswara I'athogata or, Voice like Drum (Thunder). Only in the fifth Century in 

the Guhyosamoja Sutro is his name given as  Amoghasiddhi. 

Amoghosiddhi is considered to have a special relation to the Monsoon. The development 

of his name indicates that  he first represented the 'Voice' of the  clouds, meaning thunder or  

rain, and laier he is particularly referred to  as the voice of thunder. Both these titles, 

Meghaswora and Dundubiswora are found in the Mahamegha Sutra as the names of  particular 

Cloud -Nagas. We can interpret that  this Dhyani Buddho, the  Buddha or the Chairyo's north 

side, has from ancient times had some relation to  atmospheric phenomenon. 

In his preser~t iconographic form Amoghasiddhi is supported by a Goruda vehicle and 

covered with a canopy of Naga hoods. The Garuda symbolizes the action of the sun o r  the 

sun's rays, and the Naga represents terrestrial and atmospheric water; their combination and 

interaction produces rain or  drought and  their combination in artistic iconographical form 

symbolizes weather or climate. When the Garuda is shown clasping a pair of Nagas, as is 

seen iu the traditional Nepali doorway carvings, this represents the sky (Akasa,  Torana ) as 

the source of the sun and the rains, and o f  a,  hopefully. beneficial climate. In the typical 

Torana, the Naga and Nagirti are shywn either loosely o r  tightly grasped in the Garuda's 

claws or in his hsfids or  sometimes in his beak; this represents the various reactions of heat 

and moisture, and consequent weather phenomenon, either wet o r  dry as the relative positions 

of Nupa and G n r d a  vary. Where the  Naga is in fact above and unrelated t o  the Garuda, as 

the  canopy and vehicle of  Amoghasiddhi, we may interpret oymbolic weather o r  atmospheric 





meaning, especially considering Amoghmiddhl's previous names, but here the Naga is unaffected 

by the power of the sun and thus the special relalion of Amoghasiddhi and the Monsoon 

season. 

Keeping in mind Amoghasiddhi's symbolic meaning on the plane of atmospheric 

( Akasic) phenomenon, we can examine his symbolic meaniug on another level. In the 

Vajrayana Buddhisr system, Amoghasiddhi is of the family of Maharnudra. Mahamudra means 

the unity of opposites, in Vajrayona, the union of Prajna and Upoja. And it is said that the 

knowledge or  understanding of the unity of opposites of Siddhi or spiritual power. The unity 

of all principles is in the seed, or Bind14 and the seed is produceJ from out of the void. the 

Sunyafo or Akasa. This unity of opposites is symbolized by Amoghasiddhi's Visvavajra. The 

two ends of the Vajra meeting in a spiral center or Bindu, represents the unity of opposites, 

the Siddhi, and the double, or Visvavajra symbolizes the spiritual power operating in four 

dimensions; the dimensions of times and space are combined in the Visvavujra symbol. 

Amoghasiddlza's green colour is a combination of the blue ether ( Akasa) of Vairocana, 

the blue water of Aksobhya, and the yellow light of the inner sun (Bodhi) of Rarr~asambkavo. 

Thus, he represents a unity of opposites, sun and water plus another element, Akasa; and it is 

this third element which produces the Siddhi and transforms the characteristics of the other 

Dhyani Buddhas and effecta their realization: 

"Amoghasiddhi is the Dhyani Buddha of the fulfilment and realization of the Bodhisatrva 

path. This unique position of Amoghiddhi explains that strange statement in tbe Badro 

Thodol, in which it is said that on the sixth day only the radiances of the combined four 

Wisdoms appear, in spite of the presence of the complete Mandalas of the five Dhjani Buddhas 

and their retinue. 'The green light of the All accompl~shing Wisdom', we are told,  ill not 

shine upon you, since the faculties of spiritual perception are not get perfectly developed'. 

This clearly shows that tho realization of Amoghasiddlti's All Accomplisbishing Wisdcm is 

the ultimate and highest step of the path to enlightenment within the realm of human 

embodiment."l 

The Siddhi or spiritual force symbolized by Amoghasiddhi operates in the same medium, 

the akasa, as the atmospheric phenomenon symbolized by his vehicle and hooded canopy. 

In the same way that the combination of the Siddhi, the Naga and theiGaruda represent the 

monsoon or life force on another level. Just as Vishnu, Ananto, and the water on which they 

float are "triune manifestations of a single divine, imperishable cosmic substance, the energy 

1 Foundations of Tibetan Mysticism, Lama Anagarika Govinda, p. 262. 



underlying and inhabiting all the forms of life", so  the Naga, Siddhi and Garuda symbolize 

the same life energy. The Siddhi in its quality as the  spirit without which the  other Dhyani 

Buddhas are unrealized, is comparable t o  the spirit symbolized by the  serpent Sesa in his 

role a s  support for Vishnu. Szsa is "The Remainder" in that ,  after Vishnu bas created the 

universe, all is within his creation except Sesa who is beneath him, his support, the 

representative of the Original Source which is the source even o f  Vishnu. Sesa is ths  Remainder 

in that  he remains even a t  the destruction of the universe, and the des t ruct~on of Vishnu as 

creator of the universe; he remains to give birth t o  a new Vishnu who then again creates the 

visible universe. 

The choice of the serpent to  represent the remainder of previous world ages is 

appropriate: Sesa may be said to  represent the remains of the spirit of the great Age of 

Reptiles, which preceded our  own age by millions of  years. The Earth Spirit naturally gave 

birth first t o  life forrns which embody the  life energy in primitive shapes. The serpent lives 

within the Earth, issuing forth with a motion of the most primitive form naturally akin to 

the flow of the forces of nature as seen in the  flow of  water and  the  zigzag flash of lightning. 

The serpent embodies and symbolizes in ar t  and religion the  lightning flash or  spark of  life 

which is represented in the Hindu system by Sesa, The Remainder, and in the Buddhist 

system by the Naga, the Siddhi of Amoghasiddhi. 



We have soeculated that the serpent hood canopy may be an artistic motit' reprtscnta- 

tive of the aura or halo of  a spiritual or 'enlightened' being, a Buddha or Dhyani Buddha. 

In the Tantric Yoga system, the life force or Sukti is thought to reside in the human body, 

in the Muladhartl, or Root Chakra, and is like a serpent called the Kundalini, 'The Coiled. 

The Kundalini represents the latent life force which has potential either animal and sexual 

or of the highest spiritual nature, dependent or whether she flows through normal sexual 

channels or rises up through the Chakras to the thousand petaled lotus on the crown of the 

head. The Serpent Kundalini is imagined as lying coiled asleep in the Root Chakra, she 

embodies the primitive serpent sexual energy; the danger in awakening her is akin to the 

danger in disturbing a sleeping serpent. She lies asleep in almost all men but she may be 

awakened by the practice of Kundalini Yoga and made to rise in a spiraline path to the 

Suhasrorapudu Chakra where she *'of a sudden produces  he bliss of Liberation". 

Inside the Muladhara Chakra is the Bindu, the seed. Above the Bindu is the "beautifully 

luminous and soft, lightning-like triangle which is Kurnarupa."l (Kamarupa is the Form 

of Love; conpare with the Khaganona, Face of the Void, the Guhyes\c.ari) In the triangle is 

Svuyambhu~o in his Linga form (male, Vajra form; Vajra like lingo is symbol of the male 

organ). Co!lcd three and one-half times around Svayambhuve is the sleeping Kundalini, 

"charming I. kc teu milliou lightning flashes in the dark blue cloutls"~ Kundalini in her 

passive coiled state in the Muladharo is the Akasu, the potential energy of the universe. I n  

her active, kinetic form, as she is aroused and moves up the psychic spinal channel, she is 

the P r ~ n a  o: active life breath which moves in the medium of the Akasa. As the Kundalini 

1 The Serpent Power, Sir John Woodroffe, V. 8, p. 340. 

2 lbid, p. 344. 



rises through the psychic channel, opening each lotus-chakra in turn,  she  finally reaches 

the thousand petaled Saharsarapadma Chakra on the crown of the head. This lotus, when 

it is pierced by the Kundalini, is described as being "lustrous and whiter than the full MoonW,l 

"shedding a constant and profuse stream of nectar-like e s s e ~ c e " . ~  "The Devi, having 

reached all the lotuses, shines there in the fullness of her I u ~ t r e " . ~  I he lustre of the Devi 

Kundalini at  the moment of enlightenment produces a radiance o r  aurs,  perhaps visible to 

some sensitives. This is the aura o r  halo of the Buddha. As the Sakti of the Tantrics is 

symbolized by the serpent Kundalini, so the aura  produced by Kundalini's rise through the 

body is represented artistically by the Buddhist Tantrlcs, the Vajra),anas, as the  seven hooded 

Naga canopy of the Buddha and the Dhyuni Buddha Amoghasiddhi. 

We have attempted to  interpret the  meaning of the  serpent symbol, combining the 

K14ndalini Tantric Yoga philosophy with the Vajroyana Buddhist  iconographic symbolism. 

This interpretation is offered as a speculation on the development of the serpent motif as a 

symbol of the spiritual life force' through the conscious or even unconscious use by craftsmen 

and artists to represent the manifestation o i  the spirit in bodily form in the enliphtencd being, 

the Buddha. It must be pointed ou t  that the Buddhist Yoga does not  emphasize the power 

aspect, the Sakti, but concentrates on  the knowledge aspect, the prajna. The Sakti Kundalini 

is not even mentioned in the Buddhist system; and tbe lower two Chakras are  disregarded, 

perhaps because of the danger of causing the stimulation of the sexual impulses by concetra- 

tion o r  meditation ou the lower Ci~okras. Our interpretation, therefore, is a n  attempt to  

trace the development of iconographic symbolism, rather than the  dkvelopment of philoso- 

phical Yoga syetems. 

1 The Serpent Power, Sir John WoodrofTe. V. 40, p. 419. 

2 Ibid. V .  43, p. 433. 

3 Ibid, V. 5 1 ,  p.  460. 



Belief in the Nagas and he i r  supernatural powers is not confined to the Kathmandu 

Valley, but extends to all parts of Nepal. There are numerous Naga Tirthas in the midlands, 

mostly within the radius of the ancient kingdoms which were centered in the Valley; that 

is, from the Trisi~li Gandaki river in the west to the Kosi river in the east. These Tirtha~ 

are located at the joining of the main streams and at high mountain lakes. 

Everywhere in Nepal there are similar beliefs about the powers of serpents. Most Nepali8 

believe that it is bad luck to kill serpents, and sometimes they arc protected around trees, 

ponds, and courtyards. Nagas are guardians of household and palace treasure rooms; if the 

Nugd leaves the treasure room the family is sure t o  lose its wealth. These are sometimes 

actual serpents who live within the walls of the house. My Nepali informant relates bow. 

as a child. he grabbed the serpent of his family's treasure room by the tail, and attempted 

to pull it from its hole. He  was reprimanded by his family as they feared to lose their wealth 

if the serpent should be harmed or driven away. 

There is a ritual for beginning the foundation of a house or temple, involving the 

Naga supposed to reside beneath the earth. The proposed s ~ t e  is divided into seven lines, 

making fortynine squares, and the position of the bead of the Naga is determined by 

astrological means. Then the first stake is driven into the place which is supposed to be 

between the body of the Naga and his arm; that is, in his armpit. According to my informant 

this is done to  determine the position of  the Naga and to pay him proper homage, rather 

than to pierce the head of the serpent to  keep him from moving. The Naga must be allowed 

to continue his normal movements beneath the house or temple or there will be certain 



trouble. Supposedly, temples begun in this way have not been destroyed by the numerous 

earthquakes but, temples and houses constructed without observance of this ritual have 

later fallen down. 

In  the Terai area of Nepal, where there are numerous serpents, there is a common 

belief in the supernatural powers of snakes. The Tharus who live in the Terai believe that a 

snake has the power to drain energy from otber sources much like lightning can drain voltage 

from electrical lines. They believe that the snake, by the power of his own luminescence can 

drain off the light of a candle, or of a fire or even of an  electric light bulb. Therefore, i f  a 

candle or light should suddenly dim, the Tharus look quickly around for the snake that 

may have crawled into the house. 

The Sherpa people of the Solu - Khumbu area of east Nepal also practice a Naga 

Sadhano which was not derived from The Nepdl Valley, but which derives from Kbam, the 

eastern region of Tibet, whence the Sherpa migrated three to  four centuries ago. The Sherpa 

Naga inhabits mainly springs and small streams. The Sherpa tell the tale that, when they 

came to Solu-Khumbu from Kham, their Nagas remained behind in their original places. 

After the Sherpas had become established in their new home, they sent to Kham for their 

Nagas to follow, having found or  prepared suitable places for them. Their Nagas came to 

Solu-Khumbu and some, being satisfied with their new homes, remained; others however, 

being dissatisfied with their new places, refused to stay and they returned to Kham. 

Sherpas believe that the Nagas are essential for rainfall and agriculture. In Junbesi, 

center of the Sherpa culture, there is a Naga tholrn or Nagrr piace, which is in a small grove of 

trees where an underground stream surfaces. In one recent instance a ritual was performed 

at the spot as the grove was not well kept and in fact, wab fast becoming a local trash dump. 

ln~tiated by a local yogin and artist, the site was first thoroughly cleaned. Then the head of 

the local monastery led a procession to the site where mantra and dharani were chanted and 

ritual from the Tibetan tradition was ptrformed. 

A few westerners have encountered Sherpa Nagas by bathing in Naga pools, being 

unaware of the local legends. In at least two instances to my owu knowledge Westerners have 

become ill, in one case breaking out in boils immediately after bathing in Naga thauns. The 

afflictions were relieved only after a ritual apology performed by the Lamas. 



The Chinese practice Geomancy, divining by means o f  lines drawn or imagined seen 

flowing across the surface of the earth. Their term for the practice is Feng-Shui, Wind-Water. 

Interestingly, the Nepali term for climate is also Wind-Water (hawa-pani) .  The Chinese 

Dragon ic repr~!cn!e.' 2s 2 r icgcd serpent with f i e r i ~  fcalures (see iilustraljon). I t  differs 

from the Naga in its wings and dragon head, unlike the simple serpent's head. The Dragon 

is a favorite motif in Chinese art and their landscape paintings always include the subtle 

"Dragon Paths". The Chinese believe th3 t  the contours of the earth'r surrzre zre d ' ~ t c : b i ~ i ~ d  

by the outline of the backbone of the terrestrial Dragon. The Dragon in Chinese is Lung; 

Lung also means Wind, mountain, or anything that rises or is lofty. The bones of the Dragon 

form the mountaine and hills and his arteries aod veins form the rivers and streams of the 

living Earlh. The Chinese attempt to determine the path of the Dragon Current (Lung-mei), 

in order to site tombs, temples, and all bnildings, roads and canals. 

The Chinese invented the magnetic cJrnpass in order to determine the flow of the 

Dragon Current. The Geomancers or  Men of the Dragon (Lung-kia) call themselves the 

Professo~sof the Doctrine of Ti-Li, combining Geography with Geomancy. Their compass 

is a natural lodestone in circular shape, carved with astrological symbols and the T r i g r a q  

from the 1 Ching. According t o  the Chinese conception, the Dragon Currents follow the ridge 

lines of hill and mountain, the courses of rivers and streams; they are magnetic, that is, they 

follow the magnetic field of the earth; they change with the movements of sun, moon, and 

planets, and they respond to Man's direction t o  a certain extent. The Chinese attempted t o  

modify the Bow of current by making slight changes in contours of hills or with mounds 





and standing stones in flat country. T o  quote from Michell in The Earth Spirit. '.In 

some districts, particularly in wild, steep, rockly parts, the ways of the e a r ~ h  s p i ~ i t  are 

rapid and violent, and if the country IS t o  be made habitable its energy must be tamed and 

directed into more evenly flowing channels. Where, as in flat, featureless country, it moves 

too sluggishly, with a tendency to stagnate, it can be stimulated by making lengths of  

straight avenues and watercourses and adding vertical features to the landscape." They 

erected stones in some places to drain off malignant currents in the Same way that needles 

are  used in their ~c ience  of Acupuncture to  drain off psychic tensions in the humar. body. 

They conceive of the Dragon Current as the psychic energy the ch'i of  the living Earth 

The Bow of the Dragon Current in lofty mountainous regions is naturally much more 

vertical and atmospheric than in 1he low plainc where the flow is slow and gentle, mainly fall- 

owing watercourses. Much of the area ol China is steep and rock) and gives rise to their con- 

ception of the Dragon as winged and fierce. In the Nepal Valley, on  the other hand, the terrain 

is flat except for being cut by watercourses, having formerly been a lakc. This terrain leads to  

the  Nepali c ~ n c e p t i o n  of the Naga,  who is mainly terrestrial, like the serpent and follows the 

courses of the Valley streams. The Dragon and the Naga differ in this respect, that  the 

Naga represents more the terrestrial, potential, akasic force, comparable to the Kiindalini 

a t  rest; whereas the Dragon repr2sents the active, kinetic pranic force, c ~ m p a r a b l e  to the 

Kundolini when she is aroused. 

The fact that  the Dragon Current can be detected by the magnetic compass, and that 

it moves with the  movement of the planets, gives a clue to its nature or a t  least to the  medium 

within which it operates. The terrestrial magnetic field also changes with the movement of 

sun, moon, and planets and  the direction of its flow can be determined by the magnetic 

compass. The earth's magnetic field is, like the Dragon Current, due to a iombiuation of 

terrestrial and celestial infiuencea. The force represented by the  Dragon, a n d  the Naga. 

operates within the medium of the magnetic field in much the  same way that electric~ty is 

produced by and operates within a magnetic field. 111 the same manner the prnna operates 

within the akara. I n  this way also the Nuga and Dragon differ; the Nuga is similar to the 

a k ~ a a  o!. tbe magnetic field and the Dragon IS more similar to  theprarra or the electricity. 

The  forces of Nature, in the ancient Chinese tradition, are called the Kwei Shin, the 
Yin and Yang respectively. The Kwei signifies the latent inherent spirit of the earth. 

comparable to t h e  akasa,  the universal medium. It  is related to  the native spirits of cleft 



and pool. and is found especially in grottos or caves. It IS Yin, feminine, and the Mother of 

Creation. It is symbol~zed by the serpent. The Shin, or Yang spirit is related to the flow of 

the upper air and to the finer part of the spirit in Man. It is the Dragon. It is the cloud 

which is attracted by tbe Naga. Significantly, the Kwei are said to respond to ritual but the 

Shin are properly invoked only by music. 



The Earth Spirit is the potential, ukasic, magnetic source of the kinetic, pranic, 

electric energy wbicb is the spark of life. Faults, clefts, caves, caverns and springs are nat~lral 

sources of the Eartb Spirit. Tbis energy of tbe earth actually carries an electrical charge, ;r 

positive ionization due to natural radioactive decay of the minerals which compose the mass 

of tbe earth. This cbarge is detectable by the geomancer's compass or the dowser's rod. 

Wbere the earth's energy surfaces are found medicinal springs, sacred grottos and the sources 

of visions and prophecy. The oracles of Delpbi (wbicb means the female organ just as 

Guhyeswari does) would wrap themselves In snake skins, the serpent's skin being considered 

magnetic; under its influence tbey fell into trauces, they became prophetic and delivered 

oracles. Megalithic dolmens were erected at sources of tbe earth current in an attempt to 

concentrate and store the energy, the natural flow being irregular, varying witb the seasons, 

due to  celestial influences. 

Waen the telluric current surfaces or when i t  runs through the earth following 

geologic faults or underground water it is guided in its path by the magnetic field, It is 

influenced io intensity by celestial movements, and it follows the rock and ridge features of 

the earth to l ~ e  concentrated in natural power spots where terrestrial energy combines witb 

celestial. W ]ere streams meet are Nuga Tirrhos, and where Dragon Currents meet are 

auspicious sites for tomb or temple. The Chinese, the Egyptians and the Druids apparently 

attempted to focus or concentrate tbe flow of this energy with standing stones, dolmens and 

menhirs in t l ~ e  theory that stone can accumulate and store the energy. The stone circles ht 

Stonebenge :nd Carnac are in this way attempts t o  concentrate the enzrgy found et natural 

power points, to which tbey were perhaps sensitive. The Great Pyramid of Egypt may be 

the largest arrd surely most massive structure built in an attempt to focus the telluric currents 



in order to make combination with celestial influences, producing greatly concentrated energy 

at the top, which was composed of metal. perhaps even gold. Interestingly, the pyramid 

shape is the natural rock crystal shape, this type crystal being employed in modern times to 

focus light energy in the LASER. The ancient builders of India perhaps were attempting to 

accumulate earth eDergy in their stupa structures in the Anda, the egg, which was thought 

to be a storehouse of latent creative energy. The stupas were also built on sacred spots or 

power points where mankind intuitively knows tbat great power or spirit is present. By 
concentrating the Kwei of the eartb in  architectural structure erected on natural power points 

and by combining the terrestrial forces wit6 the celestial influences, SRiri or Pranu can be 

produced much in the same way that the coiled Akasa, the Kundalirti, is aroused and 

transformed to produce the prar~a and the consequent bliss of enlightment in the human 

body. 

The flow of the Telluric Current is detected by the Geomancer and Dowser. To  a 

highly sensitrve dowser the current is slightly unpleasant. In the same way experimenters Od 

(von Reicheubach), Orgone (Reich) and modern investigators of ionization have determined 

that the positive force or irons are sensed.as stale and depressing whereas the negative 

ionization is fresh and stimulating. The earth releases positive ionization at caves and clefts, 

the force causes people to prophecy o r  go mad. People give off positive ions, a crowded 

room quickly becomes stuffy and even unbearable to the sensitive. Negative ion generators 

are now being used in aircraft to keep pilots alert, in classrooms to improve attention span 

and in hospitals to promote healing. On an atmospheric level, the pos~tive charge released 

by the earlh attracts the negative charge carried in the atmosphere. The atmosphere collects 

a negative charge doe t o  frictidu in its contact with and movement over the earth's surface. 

This charge collects in electrical thunderstorm cells which are attracted lo  sources of the 

earth's positive euergy. The charge discharges in tbe flash of lightning which acts like a 

massive spark to dissipate the stagnant positive ionization, fertilizing and stimulating all 

plant and animal life. Thus the belief tbat the Naga has the power t o  attract clouds and the 

relation of the Naga and Dragon with fertility and prosperity. And thus the absolute uecessity 

to allow the freeflow of springs and all the forces ot Nature. 



Man can only relate to  the  earth in a mutually productive manner when he recognizes 

the universal spirit, not  only in himself and in all plant and animal life, but in the earth 

itself as a living, breathing body. For the earth is alive, it radiates an  aura  of life just as man 

does. I t  is the realization of the common spirit animating both man and earth that allows 

man  t o  be sensitive to  the flow of energy in a landscape, to  avoid disrupting tbat natural 

flow or  t o  even remove obstacles t o  a harmonious flow in the manner that the Chinese 

Acupuncturist regulates the Bow of ch'i in the human body. Man is the doctor, the protector 

and keeper of the earth as he would protect and keep his o\\ n mother, for the Earth Spirit 

is his own mother, for the Ear th  spirit is his source and to that  source he  returns a t  death. 

We have forgotten tbat  the origin of the world 'matter' is from 'mater' or mother. In  

another sense man can be imagined as  a n  intelligent parasite on the body of the living 

Earth, totally dependent for his health and prosperity on tbe life force of the Eart,h. And 

like any intelligent parasite man must realize that he must not destroy his host, that he must 

maintain a symbiotic o r  mutually productive relationship. 

M a n  cannot pollute the ear th  without causing disease in his own flesh, he cannot 

dirty the waters without fouling his own bloodstream. H e  :an treat the earth as an  inanimate, 

non-living body, separate from himself, only with the  result of his own death. The ancients 

realized the intimat? relation between the Ear th  Spirit and  themselves. They sought oracles 

a t  cleft and  spring, they sensed the flow of Spirit over and through the earth and its waters 

and they represented these forces in tbeir ar t  and religion as the Dragon and the h'aga. They 

practised landscape architecture by directing and concentrating the flow of the telluric 

currents with mounjs ,  menhirs, stone circles and the megalithic tumuli and pyramids. Man 

lost his sensitivity to  the Ear th  Spirit when he became more settled, patriarchal and orientated 

in his religion to  worship of the sun. The decline of the Ear th  cult is seen in the rise of the 



practice of human sacrifice, when priests tried to stimulate the spirit formerly present in 

their stone accumulators by massive release of human spirit in sacrifice. They searched for 

the contact with Spirit which came so naturally before. But the flow of the terrestrial current 

is ever changing, just like the flow of energy in our bodies is constantly changing. Stones 

erected on Dragon paths were found to have lost their power, the Dragon hiving moved, 

refusing to be regulated by man. For why should the parasite be able to control the life of 

the host. Why should the child dominate the life of his parent. 

Modern man treats the earth as his source of 'raw materials' and the deposit for his 

poisons and garbage. He destroys the Earth without regard for his own intimate dependancy 

on the life and health of the Earth. He  attempts t o  expand his commerce and industry 

infinitely without regard to  the absolutely finite nature of the earth's resources and ability to 

absorb poisonous wastes. The ancients of Nepal who composed the Svayarnbhu P~irar~a were 

vary aware of the nature of their dependancy on the Earth Spirit. They set aside places for 

the permanent residence of the Naga and recognized his relation to fertility and climate and 

consequently to their own prosperity. And Nepal has prospered t o  this day. Where man 

regards the earth as his own source and sustenance he does not destroy her, realizing that 

her destruction is also his own. Where man lives in intimate relation with the earth he can 

be aware of the life of the body of the eerth as he is aware of his own life. Only where man 

believes, in his arrogance, that he is separate and unrelated, that the holy Spirit resides not 

in the earth and its creatures including himself, but in an exterior, removed monotheistic 

Diety, can he treat the earth as if ~t were already dead and treat his own body in the same 

manner. 

Sensitivity to the spiritual life force is not confined to the so called 'primitive' 

Pantheists, but has been experienced by man a t  all times and cultures. I11 relatively modern 

times the life force has been identified as Anton Mesmer's .Animal Magnetism', in von 

Reichenbach's 'Od', and in Wilhelm Reich's 'Orgone'. These men were reviled and ridiculed 

by the prevailing scientitic establishmenls, but i t  IS to them that we must turn for a description 

in modern scientific terms of the Spirit which animates us all. For when we have become 

aware of the Spirit in ourselves and in our Mother Earth as source and support of ourselves, 

then we are able to recognize the universal spirit in every rock and tree, and we begin to treat 

all crestion as  p ~ r t  of ourselv<s as we are part of all Creation. 
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